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4.22.1 Introduction

The science of functional omics aims at investigating pools of biological molecules that translate into the structure, function, and
dynamics of one or more organisms. For all living organisms the genes carry the information necessary for reproduction and regu-
lation. Each individual has its own genetic makeup, giving rise to differences between individuals. Whereas the sequences of the
genetic code are mostly constant throughout the whole life period of an organism, the genes are turned on and off in a dynamic
process in response to external/internal environmental factors and the developmental stage of the organism. When a gene is turned
on, a copy of the gene is produced containing the code for a specific protein.

The genetic makeup, which is usually inherited from the parents, defines which proteins that can be synthesized, and a number
of different regulating mechanisms control the expression of the genes.

The proteins have different functions in the cells, such as being enzymatic proteins executing chemical reactions, hormones that
give signals to other cells, or structural proteins used as building blocks for cells or organs. The activation of genes followed by
protein synthesis will thereby in turn determine the metabolic activity in the cells, and the resulting physiology of the organism.

From the genetic code to the final phenotype of the organism there is a chain of causalities, and at the same time there are feed-
back regulation mechanisms at all stages. External and internal environment factors as well as the developmental stages of the
organisms affect all levels of the process from the activation of genes to the final functionality of the organism. The metabolic
complexity is further increased by the fact that each gene may give rise to several proteins, and one protein may act on different
processes in the cells. Thus, a very large number of genes and their products along with the environmental conditions function
in a complicated and orchestrated way to regulate the metabolic processes. Hence, the scientific task of obtaining insight into
the regulatory mechanisms from the gene activation to the final functionality of the organism is a complex and challenging exercise.
The fundamental understanding of biological systems, comes from understanding not only each piece of the puzzle, but to under-
stand how all the elements together describe the functionality of the organisms. This calls the need for a multivariate approach.

Modern science has easy availability of instruments and measurement techniques. The amount of data generated in functional
omics studies can be enormous. Examples are metagenomics and metatranscriptomics analyses, which focus on studying the
genomic content and the gene expression, respectively, of microbial communities. Even more challenging is the fact that the sources
of variability are numerous. Traditional chemometric tools, which have given major success in a number of different fields, were
originally developed for simpler situations for example the use of spectroscopy to quantify the main constituent in the samples,
which is fat, protein and carbohydrates. Tomeasure for example fat content of salmon, a number of wavelengths are used by chemo-
metric tools, but the underlying variation, which is the variation in fat content, is simple. Omics data is by definition observation of
all molecules in the cell, and the aim is to unravel all important variation related to the purpose of the study, for example all changes
in the cells related to a particular disease, which by itself may be heterogenous. In functional omics we face a situation where a very
large number of genes are constantly activated and repressed in a dynamic process giving rise to a large number of underlying sour-
ces of variability. Functional genomics can therefore be characterized as being of megavariate size with a multidimensional latent
structure.

Due to the complexity of functional omics, the link between the biologist and the data analyst is even more crucial than for most
other areas. This chapter is written with the intention of contributing to building a bridge across the gap between the two scientific
communities. The readers we have in mind are therefore both experts from the areas of molecular biology and biochemistry (etc.)
who are not trained in data analysis, and experts in and data analysts who lack biological training.
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The choice of strategy for analyzing data from functional omics must be based on understanding of the system under study. We
therefore start with a description of crucial aspects of functional omics and the data typically generated as the empirical basis of
functional omics studies. Thereafter, attention is paid to various aspects that must be taken into consideration before choosing
the strategy for analyzing the data. Finally, we go through some practical approaches for data analysis where we use a set of exper-
imental omics data for method demonstration and discussion. In the appendix are more detailed mathematical descriptions and
program codes available for interested readers, but not needed for the readers of the main text.

4.22.2 Molecular Basis of Functional Omics

An overview of the flow of information from the genetic makeup to the final phenotypic expression are displayed in Fig. 1. Below we
go through each of these sources of information. More comprehensive information on these topics are given elsewhere.1–5

4.22.2.1 Genome

The genome is usually composed of deoxyribonucleic acids (DNAs) (Fig. 2), which are long polymeric molecules of nucleotides.
Each nucleotide consists of a phosphate group, a sugar molecule, and a cyclic nitrogen-containing base. DNA consists of two poly-
meric strands of nucleotides helically wound around each other to form a DNA double helix. In DNA there are four different bases;
thymine (T), adenine (A), cytosine (C), and guanine (G), and the two DNA strands are connected by hydrogen bonds between base
pairs. The chemical structure of the bases allows A and T to be connected, and likewise C and G. That is, there is a one-to-one rela-
tionship between the two DNA strands.

A gene is a defined base pair sequence along the DNA ranging from a hundred to several thousand base pairs, which is used as
a template when activated to give a copy (a transcript) of that particular gene. The position on the DNA housing a gene is called
a locus. At a given locus there are different variants of the gene (alleles) with slightly differing base pair combinations, which
may encode proteins with different properties. Allelic variation is the genetic basis for phenotypic variation between individuals.
The genome is the complete collection of genetic information of an organism, and usually the genome contains several DNA mole-
cules organized into structures called chromosomes. In addition to protein coding gene sequences, DNA contains regulatory
elements and other intervening nucleotide sequences. Although diploid organisms with DNA-based genomes are most common,
there are exceptions such as haploids (one gene copy) or polyploids (several copies), and organisms with ribonucleic acid (RNA) as
carrier of the genetic code rather than DNA.

The unique and essential property of DNA is its ability to reproduce itself, which is the essential fundament of life. During
normal cell division (mitosis) the two DNA strands are split, and each strand serves as a template for the synthesis of a new strand
(see Fig. 3). The base C will then find a free nucleotide with base G to link up with, the base A will find a new T, etc. Thereby the two
daughter DNA strands will be identical to the mother DNA strand. Prokaryotes (bacteria and archaea) have a single circular DNA,
whereas eukaryotic organisms have long linear DNA macromolecules. In eukaryotes, the DNA is wrapped around proteins called
histones located in distinct nucleus. The complex of DNA plus histones and other structural proteins is called chromatin. Under cell
division, the chromatin condens and break up into separate, linear pieces called chromosomes. Prokaryotes do not have nucleus.
The genetic materials are in prokaryotes free-floating in the cells. Each species has its own characteristic number of chromosomes.
Humans, for instance, have 46 chromosomes in a typical body cell. Humans are diploid, which means that chromosomes come in
matched sets known as homologous pairs. The 46 chromosomes of a human cell are organized into 23 pairs, and the two members
of each pair are said to be homologues of one another (with the slight exception of the chromosomes called X and Y which deter-
mines the sex). Homologues chromosomes carry the same type of genetic information, and they have the same genes in the same
locations. One of these homologous gene pair is inherited from the mother, the other from the father.

The process of DNA copying is, however, not perfect; occasionally, errors do occur, giving rise to mutations. By mutation, one
base may be shifted over to another. Such changes occur more frequently at particular sites. Sites where mutations occur frequently
are often called hot spots. Although mutations in general are rare, they constitute the basis for biological diversity.

External
data bases

DNA mRNA Proteome Metabolome Quality Economy

Integrative data modeling: Biochemometrics

Environment, management

Fig. 1 Overview of the flow of data in functional omics from DNAs (deoxyribonucleic acids, the Genome), the transcriptome (mRNA messenger
single-stranded ribonucleic acid), proteome, metabolome, to the final phenotypic expression. The final phenotypic expression may be called quality
“phenome” or “end-product.” The final phenotypic expression may for example be utilized to produce end-products with higher quality and thereby
enhance its market value and this might be organized as data tables as displayed in this figure. Information from external databases may also shed
light on all these complex data blocks.
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Prokaryotes mostly reproduce by cell division, whereas eukaryotic organisms usually have sexual reproduction. The produc-
tion of germ cells (meiosis) consists of two steps. In the first step, homologue pairs separate, and under the second step, sister
chromatids separate yielding haploid germ cells. When two germ cells meet, one from a female and one from a male, two chro-
matids are again paired to constitute the diploid chromosome set of a normal cell. Before the division of the two chromatids in
meiosis, a very important process of chromatid sequence exchange occurs. The germ cell will thereby not consist of a DNA chro-
matid identical to that in the parental cell, but a mix of the two with several crossings over from one DNA chromatid to the

Fig. 2 Base pairing in DNA. The DNA bases are thymine (T), adenine (A), cytosine (C), and guanine (G). Two hydrogen bonds connect T to A; three
hydrogen bonds connect G to C. A sugar (S)-phosphate (P) backbone (gray) run anti-parallel aligned to each other, as seen by the opposite
directions of the 30 and 50 indications in the figure. The 30 and 50 refer to the carbon number in the sugar molecule in the backbone.
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other. This may sometimes lead to duplication or deletion of DNA sequences. The crossing-over does not occur randomly along
the DNA chromatids, but rather at specific sites. Some genes will therefore be tightly linked together and inherited as such, from
one generation to the next. The particular combination of nucleotides within one such region is called haplotype, and can be
regarded as a genotype in miniature.

For some genes where two different alleles are present in a diploid species, one allele may dominate over the other with respect to
the resulting phenotype; that is, one allele is dominant and the other is recessive. A classic example is eye color where a person
carries one allele for brown eyes and one for blue eyes. The allele for brown eyes will normally dominate over the blue. In situations
with total dominance, only the dominant phenotype will be expressed. In other situations, both genes may contribute giving an
average phenotype of the two, or a phenotypic expression deviating from the mean.

Another important characteristic of the action of genes is that, one gene may affect several phenotypic characteristics. This is
called pleiotropy. This implies that in genetics it is not a simple one-to-one relationship between the genes and the functionality
of the cell.

Even more challenging is the important phenomenon that the action of a gene suppressing the action of allelic variation of other
genes.6–8 Such interacting effects among genes, which is called epistasis,7,8 is a major challenge to address. This can be illustrated by
considering a situation comprised of two genes (Table 1), each with two alleles where one gene is dominant over the other, and the
dominant allele of one of the genes is epistatic over the allelic variation at the other gene. The dominant gene is often assigned with
large letter A and B, and their resistive counterpart is here assigned with small letter a and b.

Whenever the gene A is present, A will determine the phenotypic expression. Thus, a genotype that carries the combination AA
and Aa will express the same phenotype since A will dominate over a. Likewise, B is dominant over b and both combinations BB and
Bb express similar phenotype. However, here comes the complex challenge to address; if A is epistatic over B, then the B phenotype
will only be expressed in the absence of the gene A, and the phenotype b is only expressed in the absence of both genes A and B.
Thus, the 16 alternative allele combinations will express phenotypic variation in the ratio 12:3:1. With this situation, from a data
analytical point of view, it may be easy to detect the dominant effect of A over a, as many genotypes will reflect this effect. The domi-
nant effect of B over b is also reflected in several genotypes so it can be detected. The epistatic effect of A over allelic variation at the
other gene, is, however, obscure and difficult to detect as this gene interaction relies on only 1 out of the 16 alternative genetic
makeups. With more genes involved and more alternative alleles, the complexity increases. A crucial feature with such a situation
is that the main information is governed in the highest order of interaction and only a few genotypes reflect the information needed
to reveal the genetic interactions. As a consequence, although interactions between genes have long been recognized in the literature,
addressing such interactions is indeed challenging. This brings in a very important point, which is the need for large data sets to
unravel complex genetic interacting effects. In cell biology, interacting effects are likely to be important. As example, some persons
smoke heavily throughout their life and yet reach a high age, although it is well recognized that smoking is one of the main risks of
early death. It is the combination of the genetic makeup along with the environmental impacts that determine the final phenotypic
characteristics. And that is what we aim to uncover in the data analysis of functional omics.

Genomic analysis is the identification, measurement or comparison of genomic features at a genomic scale. Next generation
sequencing (NGS) technologies revolutionized genomic research by enabling sequencing of millions of small fragments of DNA
in parallel. Bioinformatics analyses are used to piece together these fragments by mapping the individual sequence reads.

4.22.2.2 Transcriptome

When a gene is activated, a transcript of that particular gene is made as a single-stranded ribonucleic acid (RNA) molecule. The
nitrogenous bases in RNA are adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C), and uracil (U), which replaces thymine (T) in DNA. The tran-
scriptome is the collection of transcripts from all genes that have been turned on at a given time in the cell or tissue under study. The
transcriptome is thus a global way of looking at gene expression patterns. There are various types of RNA. The major type, messenger
RNA (mRNA), carries codes of proteins. The composition of the transcriptome can be analyzed by microarray techniques and by
RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) technologies. RNA-Seq presents several advantages over microarrays, including higher specificity
and sensitivity. Information on e.g. small noncoding RNAmolecules (an RNAmolecule that is not translated into a protein), which
may target mRNA for destruction and regulation of gene expression may also be obtained.

The transcriptome gives dynamic snapshots into a short period of time for the organism, tissue, or cell fromwhich the transcripts
are collected. The snapshot reflects the genes that are turned on and that have resulted in transcripts at the particular time investi-
gated. This provides valuable information on the regulation of activated genes and the proteins that may be expressed. When

Table 1 Allelic combinations for two genes, each with two alternative alleles, A vs. a and B vs. b, and the resulting phenotype. The gene A is
dominant over a, B is dominant over b, and A is epistatic over the allelic variation of the other gene. The phenotypes are expressed as
cursive as resulting from the gene expression.

BB Bb bB bb

AA A A A A

Aa A A A A

aA A A A A

aa B B B b
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transcriptome experiments are conducted according to an experimental design, the aim is usually to identify RNAs (most often
primarily the mRNAs) that are differently expressed as a result of the experimental conditions. As the activation of genes and the
actions of mRNA are dynamic events changing over time, it is highly relevant to include a time-course study in such experiments
searching for changes occurring over a period of time. It is then crucial to take the circadian rhythm into account.9,10

4.22.2.3 Proteome

Proteins are chains of amino acids connected by peptide bonds. The order of the base pairs on mRNA comprises a code for the
synthesis of proteins as a sequence of three. Three base pairs on the mRNA constitute the code for one given amino acid. The order
of amino acids is, thus, directly connected to the order of the base pairs of the gene coding for the given protein (Fig. 4). In total
there are 20 different amino acids, and the structure and functionality of the protein is determined by the order and the properties of
the amino acids.

The proteome is the collection of all proteins in a cell at a given time. Some proteins are metabolic enzymes involved in energy
metabolism, others may act as hormones or signaling molecules; some may act as structural building blocks keeping the cell or
tissue structures together and others may act as protecting molecules or defense molecules. The protein composition in a cell
will therefore reflect the whole metabolic activity of the cells, and thereby the final physiology and phenotype of the organism.

Proteomics involves the applications of technologies for the identification and quantification of overall proteins present in the
cell, tissue or an organism. Such mapping is an ambitious goal that is seldom achieved in complex biological samples, but a large
number of proteins can be separated by various approaches, e.g. by mass spectrometry with LC-MS-MS, gel electrophoresis and
MALDI-TOF/TOF. By some techniques, such as LC-MS, the proteins are often cleaved by specific enzymes to shorter amino acid
chains called peptides. Whereas other techniques, such as gel electrophoresis, analyze the intact proteins, where also protein modi-
fications, such as changes by addition of molecules to the proteins, can be observed.

Although the proteome is made from translation of mRNA, studying the link between the transcriptome and the proteome is not
straightforward, for instance due to posttranslational modifications, i.e. changes that are regulated on the protein level rather than
on the gene expression level. Furthermore, the proteins have a longer turnover rate than the mRNA.

4.22.2.4 Metabolome

The metabolome has been defined as the qualitative and the quantitative collection of all low-molecular-weight molecules (metab-
olites) present in the cell that are participants in general metabolic reactions and that are required for the maintenance, growth, and
normal function of a cell.11 The metabolome is a result of the biochemical reactions being catalyzed by enzymes which are proteins.
This in turn determines the biological structure and function of the final phenotype of the organism.

The metabolome includes, among other compounds, amino acids, fatty acids, carbohydrates, vitamins, and lipids. The number
of the different molecules in the metabolome varies depending on the organism being studied, and it is constantly changing due to
all the chemical reactions occurring in the cell. Thus, metabolite profiling aims to identify and quantify metabolites, for example by
using sensitive chromatographic methods like GC-MS and LC-MS,12 to give a snapshot of the physiology of a cell.

Analyzing metabolite networks may be more challenging than analyzing the transcriptome and the proteome. It is only possible
to extract and analyze a smaller fraction of all the metabolites, and there are often more missing or unreliable data in metabolome
and in transcriptome and proteome data. Furthermore, there are more steps in harvest procedures, sample preparation, and analysis
where artifacts (e.g. loss or transformation of metabolites; errors in identification or quantification) can occur.

4.22.2.5 Redundancy

Biological redundancy is a frequent and important mechanism, which means that two or more genes/proteins/metabolites are per-
forming the same function and that inactivation of one of these features has little or no effect on the biological phenotype. Redun-
dancy is widespread, and even more so at the metabolome level than on the genetic level. This is the fundament for the survival
mechanisms of any living organisms, as changes in one feature may be compensated by an alternative molecular route. However,
for the scientists this gives major challenges in identifying the features involved in any biological process under study.

T   G   A   G   A   G   A   A A
A   C   T   C    T   C    T   T T

U   G   A   G   A   G   A   A A

Ser LysGlu

DNA

mRNA

Pep de chain
Fig. 4 Synthesis of polypeptide chain. The information in DNA is transferred to a messenger RNA (mRNA) (transcription), and the mRNA sequence
is used as a template to assemble a chain of amino acids that form a protein (translation). The transcription from DNA to mRNA is indicated by
arrows for each base, note that U is replaced by T in mRNA.
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4.22.2.6 Metagenome and Metatranscriptome

Metagenomics is the study of metagenomes, genetic material recovered directly from environmental samples. Metatranscriptomics
is the study of the function and activity of the complete set of transcripts from environmental samples. Recent studies use modern
NGS technologies to get largely unbiased samples of all genes from all the members of the sampled communities. Metagenomics
and metatranscriptomics offer a powerful lens for obtaining knowledge of the microbial world.

4.22.2.7 Environmental Impact and Genotype-Environmental Interaction

In addition to genetic effects, environmental effects also play a crucial role for the development and control of organisms. The envi-
ronmental effects constitute both the external environment, such as temperature, nutrition and drugs, and also the internal envi-
ronment in the organism. The environment can have a direct effect on the phenotype, but it can also influence how a genotype
responds. Genotype–environment interaction refers to situations in which different genotypic groups respond differently to the
same array of environments. The observed variation of the phenotype (VP) can be divided into three parts: variation related to
the genotype (VG), variation related to the environment VE, and variation related to different responses upon the environment
for the different genotypic groups VG*E.

VP ¼ VG þ VE þ VG�E

The concept of heritability (h2) is the measure of the proportion of the observed variation that is related to the genetic effects.

h2 ¼ VG=VP

However, if genotype-environment effects (VG*E) are present, the relationship between the genetic variation and the phenotypic
variation is not linear, and it is not obvious how to calculate and understand the heritability. This has been a debated issue for over
a century. The debate started between the statistician and geneticist R.A. Fisher, one of the founders of population genetics and the
creator of the statistical ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA), and L. Hogben, an experimental embryologist and statistician.13

R.A. Fisher first considered genotype-environment interactions to be of “potential, but unproved, importance”,13 whereas Hog-
ben claimed they were “standard and fundamentally important for understanding variability”. Fisher later recognized the compli-
cations raised by the “non-linear interaction of environment and heredity”, and he developed an approach to handle this for the
summing of variances, by the biometric concept of genotype–environment interaction, or G* EB. Hogben considered different sour-
ces of variability in a population where he recognized a genotype-environment as a result of development, and he introduced the
concept development genotype–environment interaction, or G * ED.

Phenotypic plasticity, which is essential for survival of an organism, is another important characteristic of many quantitative
traits. It reflects the ability to adapt to changes in the environment.14

Taken together, the environment and the genotype-environment interactions are known to have complex effects in cell biology
and must be carefully considered in the data analysis of functional omics, and it affects all levels along the chain from the gene
regulation to the final phenotype.

Interaction between genetic makeup and environment, brings us over to the topic of epigenetics which imply that the impact of
the environment can also be inherited from one generation to the next.

4.22.2.8 Epigenome

Epigenetics is a word starting with the Greek prefix epi- (pι-“over, outside of, around”), which implies features that are “on top of”
or “in addition to” the traditional genetic basis for inheritance. It is heritable changes in gene expression (active versus inactive
genes) that do not involve changes to the underlying DNA sequence. This includes modification of DNA, modification of histones
(proteins the DNA is wound around) by molecules such as methyl groups and acetyl groups, and it includes non-coding RNA
(ncRNA) (Fig. 5).

Epigenomics is the study of the epigenome, the complete set of epigenetic modifications on the genetic material of a cell. Epige-
netic modifications are reversible modifications on a cell’s DNA, or the proteins at the DNA entity (histones), that affect gene expres-
sion without altering the DNA sequence.16 Unlike the underlying genome, which is largely static within an individual, the
epigenome can be dynamically altered by environmental conditions. Epigenetic modifications regulate gene expression, and
play significant roles in growth, development, and disease progression. The study of epigenetics on a global level has been made
possible through genomic high-throughput sequencing and assays.

4.22.2.9 Phenotypic Consequences

The metabolic activity occurring in the cell affects the total chemical composition, the physical structures, the appearance of
diseases, the quality, etc. We can call these phenotypic consequences.

How these different sources of information are best organized is a question of concern for each individual study. In some situ-
ations, the phenotypic consequences in mind are complex traits characterized by a combination of several types of measurements,
whereas in other situations one single response parameter has the primary focus as, for example, the presence or absence of one
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particular disease. In many situations, it is important to extend the view of the final phenotypic consequences as being more than
one single variable. Based on the pleiotropic actions of genes, a broader picture of the final phenotypic consequences may shed light
on the total action of the genes under study.

4.22.2.10 Interactome

Comprehensive cellular processes take part in maintaining biological systems through molecular interaction networks. One way to
express the interactions is by the interactome defined as a network consisting of nodes representing individual molecules and
connections between nodes (edges) which reflect physical (direct) or functional (indirect) interactions between molecules.17

The interactions may represent direct interactions between molecules that can be observed in experiments such as protein-
protein interactions. Interactions may also be established indirectly, by computational approaches. For example, if two genes
both are always active in one set of samples and inactive in another set, one might conclude that the two genes may be functionally
related.

Numerous methods have been developed to establish interactomes to pinpoint interactions that can through light on omics
data, and several bioinformatic tools are available. Typically, omics features selected from a study under considerations can be
plugged into relevant bioinformatic tools to visualize interactions that may be relevant.

4.22.2.11 Use of Background Information in Data Analysis

Scientists in all research fields often use background information (accumulated knowledge and experience) both in the planning
phase of new experiments and when interpreting the results of a finalized study. New and flexible multivariate data analytical tools
now enable the incorporation of background information directly during the analytical phase of the study. Connecting background
information with observed data may lead to improved insight into the biological system under study as well as improved predic-
tions. As data generation proceeds at a high speed, a large amount of information on different organism and different molecules is
available (genes, proteins, metabolites, etc.), which constitutes an important source of information that can be utilized. Such infor-
mation is often collected and available in public libraries (e.g. databases of biochemical pathways, gene ontologies, and gene regu-
lation sequences). There is a growing awareness of the necessity of linking experimental data with independent background
information on the features to deal with some of the data redundancy in functional omics.

4.22.3 Important Considerations in Functional Omics

4.22.3.1 Scientific Strategy

The traditional approach for statistical research has been to investigate one-to-one relationships between input features and some
response features. Such an approach would be useful if the onset of one gene resulted in one phenotypic trait with no interaction
between genes, no feedback-regulating mechanisms, and no pleiotropic effects. However, if this was the case, the survival of the
organisms would be very poor. Instead, there is a complex network of feedback-regulating mechanisms at all stages from genome
to final phenome guiding development and ensuring a certain level of robustness to changes in external and internal environmental
factors. The causality in the functional omics chain can therefore better be characterized by many-to-many relationships.

One consequence of this is that it is highly relevant to bring in several sources of data at the same time to shed light on one
property of interest. How to attack the problem from a data analytical point of view is not straightforward. Even basic questions
like defining the input and the output of a data analysis model are not obvious beforehand.

Alternative and seemingly contradictory approaches may be chosen to achieve scientific progress. One strategy is to use a con-
firmative approach to investigate a restricted and concrete question. This contrasts with a complementary explorative approach
where the starting point is to observe the system of interest with a “wide angle” without putting restrictions or limitations to the
observations based on previous assumptions. Having in mind the complexity of functional omics, a fruitful combination of these

Fig. 5 A schematic diagram of DNA (in red) wrapped around proteins called histones (blue). The methyl groups bonded on the DNA strand and
acetyl groups bounded on the histone are epigenetic modifications to the DNA and the histones, respectively.15
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two complementary approaches would be highly useful. Scientific research can be viewed as a cycle of processes, where one answer
will generate a new question, etc. The more complex the research field, the more important is this realization. Alternation between
an explorative phase and confirmative phase is a useful strategy to gradually unwrap the secrets of nature (Fig. 6).

The strength of classical chemometric techniques lies in the explorative phase, where observations from a high number of sour-
ces can be viewed simultaneously using pragmatic approaches. However, the distinction between the explorative phase and the con-
firmative phase is not primarily related to the choice of data analysis.

Confirmative studies come to their full strength after sufficient explorative research has been conducted to ensure that “one is
digging where gold is to be found.” In functional omics, we often face the situation of “searching for a needle in a hay stack.” A
humble attitude to this complexity, with a stepwise process alternating between an explorative phase and a confirmative phase,
will gradually increase knowledge about the underlying physical mechanisms. To obtain this insight, a pragmatic, patient attitude
is useful.

4.22.3.2 Prediction Versus Insight

Research can be conducted with different aims. In some situations, we are interested in generating a model that can be used to
predict the outcome of future samples. An example is to develop a data model to predict the probability of cancer from transcrip-
tome records. In other situations, we want to investigate a system to gain insight into the factors and the mechanisms involved in
creating variability.

In prediction settings the typical aim is to minimize the prediction error for future samples. The immense task facing the data
analyst is to identify the predictor and the set of features with best prediction performance. Too complex models with many input
features may give overfitting. Therefore, it is desirable to keep the predictor as simple as possible. Hence, the balance to be consid-
ered is between model complexity and prediction power. The analyst should thus seek the smallest possible subset of features
yielding maximum prediction performance.

In megavariate data sets where there may bemultiple, equal sized, disjoint subsets of features obtaining similar predictive power.
The choice of subset may apparently not be crucial for the performance of the predictor as evaluated within one data set. The critical
question of concern is how this prediction will behave for future samples. Having in mind the large number of independent sources
of variability that may arise in functional genomics, there is a risk of building a model based on features randomly correlated to the
response parameters within the data set investigated, whereas the correlation might not hold for future samples. If this is the case,
the prediction may fail when used on future samples. Therefore, if possible, a reliable prediction model should be based on the
following:

• features that are directly linked to the response by causality;
• features that are genetically linked to the causality factors and can also be expected to be so for future samples (i.e., genes

inherited together as a haplotype);
• features biologically linked to some causal factors as they appear as part of the same metabolic chain and can therefore be

expected to be linked for future samples.

However, in many situations, the knowledge of the topic under study has not reached the level needed to build a prediction model
based on these criteria. In these cases it would be wise to find a more pragmatic predictor. The most important aspect to keep in
mind is that it is necessary to perform a long period of testing of the predictor on new samples, as well as to continuously monitor
the model. Although this is a general rule for any predictor, the importance of this aspect increases with the complexity of the case
under study.

Data modeling with the aim of understanding a biological system is driven by a very different goal than the creation of a predic-
tion model, as the focus is on obtaining insight into all features that can through light on the underlying biology that have given rise
to the observed variation in the data. Features that are excluded from a prediction model, as they are not necessary to give a stable
prediction model, might still constitute a crucial part of the causality chain leading to the response investigated. When building
a model for understanding the system under study, we therefore want to capture all relevant features.

It is also important to consider the phase of the study when choosing validation criteria and significance boundaries for testing
the effect of the individual features. In an early phase, the primary focus might be on ensuring that all features of possible relevance
are identified, whereas the risk of selecting false-positive features would be less in focus. It may initially be beneficial to allow a large
number of false positives to minimize the loss of true positives. Such a prefiltering may help to rule out obviously irrelevant features
and reduce the dimensions of the data set before more elaborate methods are applied. This contrasts to a later, more concluding
phase of the study, where one might be most concerned with avoiding false-positive results. Furthermore, it may be better to be
quite liberal towards false positive if the features are to be interpreted in the light of background knowledge later.

Explorative Explorative Explorative

Cycle 1

Confirmative Confirmative Confirmative

Cycle 2 Cycle 3

Fig. 6 Design strategy.
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4.22.3.3 Considerations on the Experimental Design

Setting up the design of an experiment is critical in all scientific fields. This needs careful consideration18,19 in view of the complexity
of functional omics.20

The simplest form of an experimental design would be to vary only one factor and keep everything else as constant as possible.
Although such experiments can be very useful, there are important limitations to this approach that need to be considered. The
conclusions drawn from such experiments are, in principle, only valid for the particular setting in which the experiment is conduct-
ed. As an example, if the aim is to investigate the effects of oxygen availability on gene expression in a bacterial species, and the
experiment is conducted under constant conditions on all other factors, for example temperature, the conclusion would then be
valid only for the particular environment and the particular temperature used. If there are interactions between the oxygen avail-
ability and the temperature, which means that the effect of oxygen availability differs depending on the temperature, the conclusion
about the effect of oxygen availability obtained at one temperature cannot be transferred to its effect at another temperature. It
would then be more valuable to conduct experiments where both factors were varied according to an experimental plan. One alter-
native is a full factorial design where all levels of both factors are combined.18 Thenmain effects of both factors as well as interaction
effects between the two factors can be revealed. Yet, there will be limitations to the interpretation of the results as the conclusion is
valid for. The particular environmental setting of other factors used, for example humidity may influence the results, and other
genotypes than those investigated may have other genetic make ups that is not covered in the experiment. It is important to
keep in mind that a very large number of factors and interactions among factors might be influential on the data generated; hence,
there will always be limitations to how general the conclusions drawn from one experiment can be.

A useful strategy for capturing variation in a number of factors while still aiming at keeping the number of samples at a low level
is screening designs. A systematic reduction in the experimental plan according to a fractionated factorial plan18 can be conducted.
The cost is that the effect of some factors cannot be separated (confounded effects); the factors that are confounded are defined by
the experimental plan. Often only higher order interactions are chosen to be confounded, whereas main effects and lower order
interactions are estimated without confounding.

In many situations, we might not be able to directly control the factors we wish to investigate. As an example, we might be inter-
ested in testing the effect of one particular gene, potentially involved in the onset of a type of cancer. Obviously, we cannot generate
a number of humans constant for all genes except for that particular gene. In some situations, we might not even know whether
a phenotypic characteristic of interest has a genetic origin or not, and answering that question might be the first goal of the study.

In situations where the factor of interest is not under direct control, samples are collected to represent the variation of interest,
whereas the samples as such might not have any interest. Collecting samples randomly is one strategy, but there are some important
pitfalls to that strategy. Consider, for example, research conducted to investigate factors affecting baking quality of wheat. When
samples are collected randomly one will typically end up with a correlation between the amount of protein and protein quality
given by the compositions of the proteins, as this correlation reflects the market demand for wheat. However, from a scientific point
of view we want to break such correlations to investigate the impact of each underlying factors individually. Attention should be
paid to avoid selecting samples that create correlations, which are not biologically linked.

Due to the large cost of omics data, there is a need for efficient strategies to capture samples representing variation in the factors
of interest. One strategy is to perform high-throughput analysis on a large number of samples and apply some multivariate analysis
on this data to select features that span the most relevant information for further in-depth analysis.

An important remark with regard to experimental design, which unfortunately is too often overlooked, is the need for setting up
a randomized plan for the experimental execution. In addition to the factors that are systematically varied, there are always a number
of uncontrollable factors that can influence the results. These can be temperature fluctuations during the day, day-to-day variability,
operator-related factors, technical-related factors, etc. The run order of the samples should be randomized in such a way that the
potential influence of systematic, yet uncontrollable factors is minimized. In some cases, there are practical or technical restrictions
on the level of randomization, whereas in other cases it may be useful to put deliberate restrictions on randomization for other
reasons. Such restrictions on randomization must be taken into consideration when formulating statistical tests for the effects of
the experimental factors. Examples of technical restrictions can be illustrated for electrophoresis where 12 gels can be run simulta-
neously as one batch. The experiment is then performed in blocks of 12, and the experiment is a so-called split-plot experiment.19

The uncontrolled variation is typically smaller within batches than the variation from one batch to another. If achievable, one might
want to put together the samples that one primarily wishes to compare within batches since this will increase the power of the test.

Another important consideration is biological vs. technical replicates. Technical replicates are replicates where the same samples
are analyzed multiple times. This is useful for validation of the reproducibility of the analyses techniques that are used, but useless
for validation of the experimental factors. Biological replicates, on the other hand, which are the collection of multiple samples of
the samematerial (i.e. the same experimental factor levels) gives a foundation for validation of the experimental factors. More atten-
tion should therefore be paid to biological replicates rather than technical replicates.

4.22.3.4 Challenges Related to the Size of Data

The high dimension of the data tables typically generated in functional omics studies can be viewed at two different levels. One is
the number of features created by the instruments, which causes technical challenges. The other aspect is the dimension of the
subspace reflecting independent sources variability. Functional omics data may be multidimensional at both levels.
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Large data sizes create difficulties, which can be classified into three categories related to (1) hardware, (2) operating systems, and
(3) software. Hardware-based problems are usually dependent on internal central processing unit and memory management archi-
tecture. The second limitation is the operating system itself. Even though the processor may be able to handle large memory spaces,
the operating system may not allow it. In addition, some operating systems can also take up a significant part of the memory by
themselves, but this can usually be set and tuned manually. Finally, the software being used may simply not be able to handle large
arrays. The challenge with a high number of features can be overcome by compressing the information. A far more serious challenge
is the high dimension of the sources of variability spanning independent variation. With this in mind the search for the relevant
information is not trivial as it would require a large number of samples, which is most often restricted for economic reasons.

4.22.3.5 Multicollinearity

Multicollinearity describes a situation where different features reflect related variation. Multicollinearity is an important aspect of all
multivariate analysis. In omics data, many features are highly correlated, regulated by common mechanisms. Any approaches for
multivariate analysis have to deal with this multicollinearity. This is often described as the “multicollinearity problem.” Typical che-
mometric approaches are, on the other hand, developed to see this as an advantage as it has strategies to utilize the multicollinearity,
as here briefly described.

In regression analysis a response parameter (e.g. the production of ethanol in a fermentation process) is described as a function
of some input variables. For simplicity, we consider the expression level of two proteins, x1 and x2, where a linear regression analysis
of ethanol production is made as a function of the expression levels of the two proteins can be described as:

y ¼ b0 þ b0x1 þ b2x2 þ Res

We consider two situations: one is if the two proteins vary independently of each other, which will give the situation illustrated
in Fig. 7A, and the other situation is if the two proteins are strongly positively correlated Fig. 7B, which means they are coordinately
regulated. If we imagine sitting in a room, in the former case we will have points spread around in the room whereas in the latter
case we will have all points along a line. Performing the regression analysis of a response parameter from these data points, may be
viewed graphically as putting a two-dimensional plane on the data points. In Fig. 7A and B, where the samples are seen as dots, they
represent nails where the axis of the response parameters is pointed upward from the plot, and therefore not visible as we here look
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Fig. 7 Illustration of collinearity between two variables, x1 and x2, and the changes to the new axes where the new axes spans, in decreasing order,
the variability in the data. Here the new axes are orthogonal and the illustrated changes of axis correspond to principal component analysis (see also
Fig. 11).
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straight down on the x1 and x2 axes. If the heights of the nails increase towards the upper right corner, the plane will have a slope
reflecting positive relation to both x1 and x2. When x1 and x2 are correlated, as illustrated in Fig. 7B, the regression will be like
balancing a plane on a fence, which will be stable along the fence, but very unstable outside the fence.

A solution to this is to transform the original variables into new variables (Fig. 7C), called component 1 and component 2,
where the first typically contains most of the variation. These new variables can be defined as being orthogonal. A regression can
subsequently be based on the new orthogonal variables (see Fig. 7D). Thus, we avoid using two highly correlated features in a regres-
sion analysis. The transformation of the original variables onto the new variables (components) is mathematically called projection.
The components can be considered as reflecting underlying mechanisms, or latent variations, which for example might be
a common transcriptional factor that determines the expression of these two proteins. An important realization that lay the funda-
ment for such projection methods is that what we observe is often indirect observations of some underlying phenomenon that gives
rise to the observed variation in the data.

Multicollinearity will be the situation whenever the number of features (e.g. the proteome or the gene transcripts) is larger than
the number of samples (e.g. patients). The classical statistical methods for data modeling usually require more samples than
features, whereas this does not apply to modern functional omics.

As will be described below in this book chapter, the chemometric solution to this is to transform the features into new variables
which describe the majority of the variation in the data. The multicollinear problem is by this approach turned over to be an advan-
tage as several features describing the same phenomenon will stabilize the regression. Furthermore, several features together may
further unravel the fundamental understanding of the system under study, compared to what is obtained when selecting only
a subset of the features prior to data analysis. This focuses on the interpretation and statistical treatment of the underlying phenom-
enon that gives rise to the variability rather than on the observed features.

In functional omics, we typically have multicollinearity arising both when, for example, instruments give several features on one
property, and multicollinearity exists among the different properties analyzed. Regions on the chromosomes are inherited as linked
groups of genes (haplotypes) giving correlated responses of different mRNAs, proteins, metabolites, and phenotypic characteristics,
and the activities of genes downstream from the genes towards the phenotypic consequences are linked together in complex regu-
latory or metabolic networks.

By projecting the data to new latent features, we can describe, validate, and interpret some of the underlying common factors
giving rise to the variation in the observed features. With a very large number of features, it is nevertheless also important to elim-
inate irrelevant information and to validate the significance of the observed features. In this chapter, we therefore go through both
projecting based approaches to view the underlying common sources of variation, as well as various approaches for judging the
relevance of each of the observed features.

All processes in the cells are extremely well controlled. This is a crucial character of omics data compared with multivariate data
of non-biological origin, which has major implications on how the data are considered. Often for omics data, only a few features,
e.g. a few transcriptional factors or other regulating mechanisms may control the paths from genes to the final phenotype.

Chemometrics is a scientific field that has its origin as a multivariate approach to analyze multivariate data in chemistry, which
started back in the 1970s.21,22 The main aspect of chemometrics is to take a pragmatic approach to model multivariate data, where
visualization and interpretation play a key role.23 Chemometrics is data-driven modeling, which intends to identify, quantify and
display the essential relationships - expected or unexpected - within and between data tables.23 The main modeling tools have been
dimension reduction of the data by projection of the original observed features onto a smaller set of features, which are linear combi-
nations of the original features, such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Thesemethods treat intercorrelation betweenmeasured
features as a stabilizing advantage, not as a “collinearity problem,” to search for underlying latent features that can be interpreted to
unravel underlying mechanisms that drive the observed variation in the data at hand.23 The strength of the chemometric approach
is for such complex omics data more relevant than ever before, which brings the mindset of chemometrics into a new dimension.

In modern technologies, a very large number of features can be measured. The resulting behavior of the system under consid-
eration is often a combination of all the observed parameter that influence the system, and data analytical scientists search for the
underlying drivers. The chemometric field has since its origin gone through expansion and development into different scientific
fields, including the functional omics field.24

In the present book chapter we consider different multivariate data analytical methods that can be valuable for omics data. We
put emphasis on maintaining the main definition of chemometrics as a mind-set of pragmatically unraveling underlying structures
in the data where visualization and interpretation are key elements. Focus is on methodology that transforms the observed data to
underlying pattern of variation that can be interpreted to search for mechanisms that have given rise to the observed data.

4.22.3.6 Causality

An objective for functional omics research is to obtain an understanding of the causal dependencies regulating a biological system.
In some situations, such fundamental insight is obtained, however, in most situations, there may be limitations to the extent to
which we can obtain understanding of the causal relationships. This problem was discussed as early as 1921 by Wright25:

“The ideal of science is the study of indirect influence of one condition on another in experiments in which all other possible causes of variation are
eliminated. Unfortunately, causes of variation often seem to be beyond control. In the biological sciences, especially, one often has to deal with a group
of characteristics or conditions which are correlated because of a complex of interacting, uncontrollable, and often obscure causes. The degree of
correlation between two features can be calculated by well-known methods, but when it is found it gives merely the resultant of all connecting paths of
influence.”
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The multivariate approach to functional omics is to move gradually towards insight and interpretation of the mechanistic causality
with the aim of capturing the relevant factors and latent structures.

Although being complex, an advantage in functional omics data analysis is that the features (genes, proteins, etc.) are extremely
well regulated, and the technical noise in the modern omics data may be limited for some of the omics data. The pragmatic attitude
with alternation between explorative and hypothesis driven confirmative research can be useful when aiming to obtain the funda-
mental knowledge from omics experiments.

4.22.4 Data Analysis

All omics data are multivariate by nature. Univariate analyses of omics data are, however, still dominating in the literature, but
multivariate approaches increase steadily.24,26–48

The measurements from each of the different omics approaches can usually be organized as a data table. The transcriptome of n
samples may, for instance, be studied using a platform comprised of p different spotted transcripts. The data can thus be put into
a data table of n rows and p columns, and we call this a data block. The same samples may further be studied with regard to the
proteome, metabolome etc., yielding new blocks of data with n rows representing the n samples and a varying number of columns,
which may be called “variables” or “features.”Moreover, the experiments may be conducted according to some prespecified design
(a design block) and finally, a set of categorical or continuous phenotypic measures (a phenotype block) may also be available; see
Fig. 8.

Occasionally, we want to connect two blocks of data, whereas in other situations we want to connect a whole chain of blocks in
an integrated data analysis, as illustrated in Fig. 8. The latter is a multiblock situation where several blocks of data are to be con-
nected. In this example, the blocks X1–X6 are aligned along a line where all blocks have the same number of rows representing
the different samples. The arrows in Fig. 8 reflect a natural ordering of the blocks along the chain from gene information to pheno-
typic output.

It is also highly relevant to consider situations of having several blocks of data spanning in different directions. Such situations
arise, for example, when we have additional information on the individual columns of one or several blocks of data. This could be
background information of the individual genes or transcripts, for example interactomes between genes or proteins, as indicated by
the additional blocks X7 and X8.

A typical objective for data analysis is to explain observed variability in some response features (Y) by a functional relationship
with a set explanatory features (X). For example, in a bacteria culture the explanatory variable may be the expression of different
proteins and the response may be the quantity of ethanol that it produces, and we want to see how the expression of different
proteins affects the ethanol production. The model may then be expressed as:

Y ¼ f Xð Þ þ Res

The variation that cannot be explained by a function of X, is the residual term (Res). Some refer to the residual as the “error,” but
the name may be somewhat misleading since these are not necessarily “errors” in a biological or technical sense. In our model, we
might not succeed in explaining all observed variability in the response features, and this excess variability is captured as residuals.
By including more samples or more relevant features, the model may be improved and the proportion of the variation in the
residual may be reduced. It is important to keep in mind that our data models will always be heavy simplifications. Important
factors are likely to be overseen, and non-influential factors are likely to influence our observed data.

4.22.4.1 Preprocessing of the Data

Prior to analyzing the data, there are several preprocessing steps that should be considered. In data analysis, the phrase “garbage in,
garbage out” is often used to highlight the importance of proper preprocessing. Meaning you cannot get good, meaningful results
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Fig. 8 A flowchart of different blocks of data in functional omics, from the experimental design, through the genome, transcriptome, proteome and
metabolome to the final phenome (Pheno).
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without quality data. Preprocessing typically includes handling of missing values, scaling the data, encoding categorical features, etc.
There are many ways to implement the preprocessing methods described in this section, examples of how to implement them in
Python is included in Additional file A3. Datasets in omics data tend to have far more variables than samples. For example, genomic
data will contain tens of thousands of genes, but often only tens or hundreds of patients. When analyzing datasets of this kind, the
model will often overfit to the input data. This means that the model will be very good at predicting the input data but may not
generalize to new data. In other words, the results found may only apply to the patients in the analysis, not the population as
a whole. To ensure that the results are generalizable, it is important to have a separate dataset that is not used in the analysis
but is used afterward to evaluate the performance of the model. Collecting new data to evaluate model performance is always ideal;
however, this is not always a practical possibility. The data can instead be divided into a training set and a test set. The test set should
be kept completely separate in order to avoid information leakage that could cause the model to fit somewhat to the test data. In
other words, the evaluation of the model may appear to generalize better than it actually does. An example of how to divide the data
into sets is shown in the appendix. Once the two sets are created, preprocessing and analysis can be performed on the training set.

Most data analytical methods assume that the residual term is the same at all levels of the input features. Within one feature, this
means that the higher quantities within the feature do not have more error than the error obtained at small quantities of the same
feature. It also implies that the random error is the same for highly abundant features that have large variation in the expression
pattern as for features that display little variation. That is most often not the case as highly abundant proteins most often also
have larger random variation. This is an important issue that needs to be handled. We therefore pay attention to this here. If the
random variation increases with the magnitude of the protein expression, there is a multiplicative effect between the random error
and the expression of proteins that might be expressed as X*Res. One approach to solve this is to use a log function. By applying
logarithmic tools, a multiplicative expression turns into sums:

logðX � ResÞ ¼ log Xð Þ þ log Resð Þ

By log transformation we may achieved a model where the residual term is independent on the expression level of the proteins.
Such models, called homoscedastic models (same variance), are much simpler from a data analytical point of view than models
where the residual term, for instance, interacts in a multiplicative manner with the deterministic part of the model. The latter is
called heteroscedastic models.

Log transformation is very often used in omics data. One important issue to be aware of is that the log function cannot be
applied on zeros, and small values between 0 and 1 can be blown up in magnitude. One solution that may be used when the
majority of the data have large values where only a few are below 1, is to add a small value to all numbers, for example 1 or 1.5.

Zeros in the data needs special attention. Many omics instruments leave the value 0 when it fails to detect if a protein or gene
transcripts, etc., is present or not. Thus, the value 0 might not mean that the protein or gene transcript truly is observed to be absent
in that particular sample. It is important to be aware that 0 is a number that might have major impact. In fact, it is the most extreme
value on the scale if all other values are positive. The first thing to do on any type of data is to identify all zeros and reflect whether
these zeros are true absence of a feature, or if it is failure in observing the true value that might be there. If the latter is the case, then
the zeros should be replaced bymissing values, or one may impute a relevant value. One alternative is the mean over other replicates
of the same sample. Imputing a value may be useful as many data analytical tools to not allow missing values.

Another common transformation in omics data is the square root transformation. The square root transformation is able to help
correct data that is skewed right, bringing it closer to a normal distribution. Unlike log transformations, square roots are able to
handle zeros and small numbers (between 0 and 1) without any trouble. A square root transformation will be a less extreme
than a log transformation. When the residual increases by the magnitude of the expression level of a feature, a power transform
is a family of functions that are applied to create a monotonic transformation of data. This can stabilize the variance, make the
data more normal distribution-like, and improve the validity of measures of association between different features. One type of
power transformation is called Box-Cox transformation which have a tuning parameter lambda to switch between square root,
log and other transformations. When lambda is zero, the result will be a log transformation; and when lambda is 0.5 it will be
a square root transformation. Using an optimization function, lambda can be optimized to make the data as close to a normal
distribution as possible. Log transformation, square root and optimization of these by Box-Cox transformation is illustrated in
Fig. 9 on data that have distinct different distributions.

The data are often mean centered by subtracting the means of each columns for all elements in the data table. Mean centering
prior to multivariate analysis implies that we consider changes relative to the mean. Graphically this can be seen as the data points
then circles around zero, as was applied in the illustration of collinearity in Fig. 7. If there are missing values in the data, it is impor-
tant to be aware that centering the data may introduce errors, and not just remove common offset.49 To what extent this will affect
the results depends on how severely the data are embedded with missing values.

Two main types of scaling include normalization and standardization. Normalization refers to rescaling each feature to a range
from 0 to 1, but features will not have unit variance. Standardization uses centering of each feature with a mean of zero and unit
variance which results in z-scores. For example, in proteomics, one may consider changes in proteins that are small in abundance to
be equally important as changes in abundant proteins. Enzymatic proteins are small in abundance but may have critical controlling
function on the biological processes. If proteomes are analyzed without scaling to unit variance, the more abundant proteins, such
as structural proteins, muscle proteins etc., may dominate the resulting pattern. If the features are on different scales, e.g. some are
measured on the level of gram and others on the levels of kilogram, one has to perform scaling prior to multivariate analysis. In
other situations, one may consider the abundance of the features to be more important than features with low expression. The deci-
sion of scaling or not must be considered for each data at hand and according to the purpose of the study. Scaling can be applied
after a log or square root transformation, but not before.
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4.22.4.2 Data Used for Illustration of Data Analysis

In the following, we will use a set of experimental data (Box 1) to illustrate some of the methodological approaches. For practical
guidance, a script is provided in r that can be copied into R and run through (Additional file A2).

4.22.4.3 Exploring the Variation Patterns Within a Block of Data

Before relating different blocks of data to each other it is advisable to investigate the structure within each data block. In the Campylo-
bacter jejuni data (Data set 1, Box 1) a data table of the transcriptome display in each element the abundance of a particular gene
transcript for a particular sample. As the microarray data are ratios of transcript, the value of 1, which is equal to zero for log trans-
formed data, would reflect no changes in gene activity. Larger values implies genes being upregulated compared to the starting day,
day zero, as response to the change in the environmental factors. Likewise, smaller values imply downregulated genes.

On the Camphylobacter Jejuni data we first made explorative analysis, which implies that the data program is not provided with
any information in advance about the experiments or any hypothesis, and the program itself finds the connections in the data.
Explorative analysis was first performed as cluster analysis. Cluster analysis is a useful approach for studying similarities and differ-
ences among samples,42 where the samples are clustered into different groups according to some measure of similarity across the
observed features. In a similar way, features are clustered according to their similarity across the samples, which results in two-way
clustering, often visualized as a heat map. Expression heat map56 is frequently applied clustering approach and visualization tool for
omics data from transcriptomic, proteomic or metabolomic experiments. For the Campylobacter jejuni data (Data set 1, Box 1),
a two-way cluster analysis is performed and the results displayed as a heat map in Fig. 10. The order of the columns reflects the
degree of similarity between the samples, and likewise, the order of the rows reflects by the similarity between genes.

Fig. 9 Illustration of the effects of transformations on various distributions. Column one shows the original distributions in ascending order: log-
normal, chi-squared, uniform, power, and normal distribution. Columns two through four show the resulting distribution after a log, square root, or
Box-Cox transformation has been performed on the original data.
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As the optimal condition for this bacteria is microaerobic condition at 42 �C, all conditions in this experiment imply stress for
the bacteria to study molecular survival mechanisms under stressed conditions. The data are analyzed as a change compared with
the initial non-stressed condition by considering fold change of the observed value vs the initial value. The majority of genes were
downregulated as result of the stress conditions applied in this experiment, whereas a minority of genes involved in energy metab-
olism, cell envelope, transport, binding, and genes encoding chaperones were elevated under most conditions (Fig. 10).50 The inter-
pretation is that a possible survival mechanism for this bacterium is an active process where as many genes as possible are
downregulated to save energy and to prioritize genes involved in energy metabolism and modification of the cell wall components.
There were a strong interacting pattern between temperature and atmosphere condition. Aerobe condition at 25 �C, had the highest
expression of a number of genes. Under this temperature, the bacteria survived only for the first harvest day (to the left in the heat
map). This contrast to anaerobe condition at 25 �C, which lead to the strongest downregulation of most genes as seen by the green
color for most genes at this condition. The differences related to the atmosphere condition was smaller for the bacteria grown under
the lowest temperature of 5 �C.

To further visualize the main variation in the transcriptome data, the multivariate explorative data analysis, Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA)42,47,57,58 was conducted. PCA is graphically illustrated in Fig. 11. PCA can be estimated by the NIPALS

Box 1 Data sets used for illustration of the methods

Data set no. 1. A study of the bacterium Campylobacter jejunida bacterium of major concern for food safety. The experiment was conducted to unravel molecular
mechanisms of the survival as that is of fundamental importance in preventing transmission of this bacterium through the food chain.

• Transcriptome and FTIR measurements of the food-borne pathogen Campylobacter jejuni.50,51

• C. jejuni is a microaerophilic and thermotolerant pathogen.

• Optimal growth conditions are low oxygen tension and relatively high temperature (microaerophilic conditions at 42 �C), adapted to its niche, which is the birds’
intestinal tract.

• During transmission to the human host, the bacteria is exposed to atmospheric oxygen (in the environment, after poultry slaughter, during transformation, etc.). It
is also exposed to reactive oxygen inside the host because macrophages use reactive oxygen as a defense against pathogenic microbes.

• The study was conducted to study survival mechanisms under stress conditions by observing changes in transcriptome and spectroscopic data in a time record
over 1 week under different stressed conditions.

• The experimental design factors were: 2*3*3 full factorial design: 2 temperature levels (5 and 25 �C), 3 levels of oxygen availability (anaerobic, microaerobic, and
aerobic), 3 time points of data collection (2, 4, and 7 days), 3 biological replicates, and 2 technical replicates. A full data set where means are taken over the
technical replicates would be of size 3*3*2*3 ¼ 54 samples. Some data points are, however, missing due to survival challenges, leaving 43 samples in the
experiment.

• DNA microarray data are given as a ratio where the level of expression is divided by the expression at day 0. If the data are log transformed, the ratio is
a subtraction. Ratios cannot be taken when the value is 0 at day 0.

Data set no. 2. Two human studies on obesity, diabetes and bariatric surgery. The aim of the study was to identify novel candidate genes that may regulate
adipose tissue function, and the implications of diabetes.

• Transcriptome and clinical observation of obese patients (BMI, kg/m2) with and without diabetes from a Norwegian cohort52 and a Mexican cohort53 subjected to
bariatric surgery.

• In the Norwegian cohort there were 8 patients with and 8 patients without diabetes and samples of the fat layer beneath the skin (the subcutaneous fat tissue)
were taken before and 1 year after the bariatric surgery. Clinical data were observed on Body Mass Index (BMI), High-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL) and
triglyceride (TG).

• In the Mexican cohort there were 14 patients with and 13 patients without diabetes, and the sampling of the subcutaneous fat tissue for transcriptome analysis
was taken under the bariatric surgery.

Data set no. 3. A study of Lactobacillus sakei, a bacterium used in food fermentation. The aim of the study was to achieve molecular understanding of differential
behavior of two different strains of Lactobacillus sakei upon reduced glucose availability.

• Transcriptome, proteome and end-products observed from an experiment with two strains of Lactobacillus sakei, LS25 and 23K, cultivated in a continuous
fermentation set-up (chemostat) at two different flow rates, where glucose was set as the limiting nutrient.

• The aim of the study was to identify molecular mechanisms of the different behaviors of the two strains54 in relation to glucose availability.

• The experimental design factors were a 2*2 full factorial design with the design parameters: 2 strains (23K and LS25) and 2 growth conditions (high and low flow
rate in a glucose limited chemostat), with 3 biological replicates without any missing values. This gave a total of 12 samples for the data analysis.

Data set no. 4. A study of Salmon pancreas disease caused by salmonid alphaviruses. The aim of the study was to identify the biological basis for genetic
resistance to the disease.

• RNA-seq was performed to detect differential gene expression to test differential responses to injection (IP) by the virus and co-habitation with the virus (CH) in
animals with high and low genomic breeding values for disease resistance.55

• Here we present results of genes that gave more than 1.75-fold change in high vs. low genomic breeding value fish both in the naive (uninfected) state, and
4 weeks after injection and co-habitation with the salmonid alpha virus causing pancreas disease.
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Fig. 10 Campylobacter jejuni (Data set 1, Box 1). 2D clusters of transcriptome and growth condition. Along the vertical lines are the samples and
their respective experimental conditions marked along the axis below the figure. Vertically are all the expression levels of each gene. Horizontal are
the experimental conditions. Each element thereby displays the expression of a given gene which is clustered according to their similarity as
indicated on the left-hand side of the figure, and for each sample which are grouped according to similarity as indicated above the figure. The yellow
lines on top of the diagram represent samples from 5 �C, and the red lines to the right represent samples from 25 �C. The diagram is a heat map
where upregulated genes are shown in red color, repressed genes in green, and unchanged genes in black. Correlations were used as the measure of
similarity. Reproduced with permission Moen, B. et al. Explorative Multifactor Approach for Investigating Global Survival Mechanisms of
Campylobacter jejuni under Environmental Conditions. Appl. Environ. Microbiol. 71, 2086 (2005).
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algorithm as explained in Box 2, or it can be mathematically calculated using Singula Value Decompositin (SVD), as described in
Box 3. The estimation of PCA by NIPALS considers variances based on a statistical framework, whereas calculation of PCA by SVD is
based in mathematical science. The solution is the same when there are no missing values. PCA is an explorative method where
linear combinations of the original variables, called Principal Components (PC) or just components, are estimated to describe
in decreasing order the main variation in the data. After estimating the PC that describes the maximum of the variation in the
data, this component is subtracted, and a new component is estimated in the same way to describe the maximum of the variation
that is left etc. In a given data table the number of PCs that can be estimated is one less than theminimum the number of columns or
rows in the data table; the smallest number sets the limitation. In a data table of 12 samples of 700 proteins, one may estimate 12-
1¼11 PCs. This reflects a very important point. Although 700 features are observed, the true dimension of the data is limited by the
number of rows. This means, most of the observed features are closely connected, reflecting some underlying phenomenon that
have given rise to the observed data. The aim of investing such highly correlated data should therefore search for obtaining under-
standing of this underlying phenomenon. As the PCs are estimated to describe in decreasing order the variation in the data, the first
PCs will cover most variation and may be the most relevant, although that might not always be the case. Sometimes rare
phenomena in the data may account for only a small proportion of the total variation in the data table. The different PCs can
be considered as latent features that describe different phenomenon in the data. The PCs are linear both with respect to the features
(the columns in the data table) and with respect to the samples (the rows in the data table), hence the name of this family of
methods is bilinear modeling. The bilinear methods move the attention from each observed feature to the pattern of variation
the observed features together describe.

A mathematically description of a linear model and a bilinear model is given in Box 2. A linear model describes the relation
between the input variable (x) and response variable (y) as linear, which means that a change in the input gives a change in the
response which is linearly related to the input in a magnitude given by the regression coefficient b. It is here assumed that the input
and output variables are mean centred. If there are multiple input variables, for example different proteins, and the input is a data
table with samples as rows and proteins as columns there will be one regression coefficient for each input variable i.e. one b for each
column in the data table. The linear model describes a linear relation between the columns in the input data table and the response
parameter (Box 2).

A bilinear model of one block of data X estimates components that are linearly related both to the columns and to the rows
(Box 2) with two parameters to be estimated. One approach is to first select a random column, and consider this as a first estimate
of the parameter t. With the parameter t considered as fixed, the other parameter p is estimated. And then set the estimate of the
parameter p as fixed to estimate the first parameter t. This can iterate until the algorithm finds a stable solution for both parameters.
t is a parameter of the rows, often called scores, and p is a parameter of the columns often called loadings. When the data table has
samples as rows and features as columns, the scores are parameter for the samples and loadings are corresponding parameter for the
observed features. This approach to estimate the coefficients is called NIPALS algorithm.21

The NIPALS algorithm has a useful property where there are missing values, as the missing values are estimated under iteration of
the estimation of t and p. PCA performed by NIPALS can therefore tolerate missing values. Nevertheless, missing values might affect
the results if they are abundant and important, so care must be taken in the interpretation when the data contains many missing
values. Another method for estimation of PCA is singular value decomposition (SVD). This method will stop if there are missing

PCA component 1 in X

x3

x2

x1

Fig. 11 Graphical illustration of the explorative multivariate analysis, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) performed within the data block X, which
for example could be the expression of three proteins (x1, x2 and x3). The red solid line within each data block shows a latent variable (component)
estimated as a linear function that describe maximum of the variation within the data block. The latent variables are in PCA often called Principal
Component (PC) or just component. After subtracting the first component, a new component can be estimated.
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values. The conversion from SVD to PCA is given in Box 3. By SVD the parameters t and p are calculated as eigenvectors. Althoug
bilinear methods are linear methodologies, they can solve non-linear challenges by including more components to account for the
non-linearity.

PCA performed on the gene expression of the Campylobacter jejuni data (Data set 1, Box 1) is displayed in Fig. 12A and B. The data
were mean centred to eliminate offset of the features, which puts the focus on relative changes among the samples. As some of the
combinations of factors were missing because the bacteria did not survive, one needs to be aware of the missing values under the
interpretation.

The plot of scores of the samples for the two first PCs will give a view into the main structure of variability of the data. Likewise,
the corresponding loadings of each feature are visualized. The position of the samples in the score plot and the position of the
features in the loading plots should be interpreted together.

PCA of the transcriptome data display negative loadings for the first and most important PC. The loadings of nearly all gene
transcripts are located towards the left. In the corresponding score plot most samples are located towards the same side as the
majority of the gene transcripts. As the data were centered prior to PCA, this must be interpreted in relative terms. As revealed
by the histogram and the cluster diagram, most genes were downregulated. What we see in Fig. 12 is a variation in the general
expression of the genes compared with the means of all samples. In the score plot of this PC, one of the growth conditions deviated

Box 2

A linear model

y ¼ x � bþ residuals

x and y are two columns of data, input (x) and output (y), respectively.
y is linearly related to x
b is a regression coefficient estimated from the data, which describes how y are related to x
b is the increase/decrease in y when x increases by one unit
Given a column of x and a column of y ¼> find b as: b ¼ y/x

A bilinear model – Principal Component Analysis (PCA) by NIPALS

X ¼ t � pþ residuals

X is a data table of observed values
Both t and p are parameters estimated from the observed data
t is a parameter called “scores” of the rows in X
p is a parameter called “loadings” of the columns in X
The parameters can be calculated by different methods, one method is NIPALS.
PCA explained by the principles of the algorithm NIPALS.

NIPALS is iterative, switching between estimation of loadings of the features, and scores of the samples

Start with a random column of t estimate p as : p ¼ X=t in matrix notation :
�
t’�t

��1
t’=X

Use the estimated p estimate t as : t ¼ X=p in matrix notation : X �p
�
p’�p

��1

Use the estimated t to improve the estimate of p and
use the new estimate of p to improve the estimate of t
Repeat this until convergence.

The solution is the first Principal Component (PC): t1*p1
which graphically describe the largest variation in the data.

The variation along the direction described by the first PC is subtracted from the data,
and the same procedure is repeated to find the second PC.

The number of PC that can be estimated is limited to the smallest number of rows/columns in the data.

The PCs can be interpreted as describing underlying phenomenon in the data based on the consideration that features and samples that are closely correlated eflect
some common underlying causes of the variation
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from the other conditions, which was the combination of anaerobic condition at 25 �C. This gives the interpretation that bacteria
grown under anaerobe conditions at 25 �C gave stronger reduction of the expression of most genes compared with other conditions,
and this corresponds to the pattern of variation seen in the heat map for this growth condition (Fig. 10). The second PC reflects
effects of temperature on the gene expression that is independent of the pattern of variation described by the first component where

Box 3 Singular-value decomposition (SVD) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

SVD of a matrix X of size (n x p) is described as X ¼ USV’, where
U is the eigenvectors of XX’, where XX’ is of size n x n
V is the eigenvectors of X’X, where X’X is of size p x p
S is the common singular values sorted in decreasing order, where S is diagonal(s) of length the minimum of n and p

U captures information on the rows of X
V captures information on the columns of X
S describes the eigenvalue of each eigenvector, i.e., the relative size of the different components
X ¼ u1s1v1 þ u2s2v2 þ u2s2v2 þ .
Transforming SVD to PCA:
the scores T, describe information of the rows
the loadings P, describe information of the columns:
T ¼ US
P ¼ V
Each score vector by convention is scaled to also capture information on the relative proportion of the variation accounted for by the
respective PCs, whereas the loading vectors are all scaled to the length of 1.
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Fig. 12 Campylobacter jejuni (Data set 1, Box 1). Principal Components (PCs) PCA of (A, B) transcriptome records and (C, D) FITR data. (A, C)
score plots of the samples for the first two PCs where the atmosphere is color-coded by anaerobic (blue), micro aerobic (green), and aerobic (red) at
temperature 5 �C (filled squares) and 25 �C (open triangles), at 2, 4, and 7 days after the onset of the experiments with three biological replicates. (B,
D) loading plots of the transcriptome data (C) and of the FTIR spectra (D), which is to be interpreted along with their corresponding scores (A and
C), respectively.
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samples grown at 25 �C are located upwards and samples grown at 5 �C are located downwards (Fig. 12). The second PC, which
accounts for only a smal part of the variation in the transcriptome, cannot easily be seen in the heat map (Fig. 10) as it was not
a domination pattern in the expression data. Thus, rare patterns were better visualized by PCA than by heat map, as the first domi-
nating pattern, described by the first PC, is subtracted, which gives a view into the remaining pattern of variation of the data.

PCA plots of the Norwegian cohort of the human study (Data set 2, Box 1) are displayed in Fig. 13 after log2 transformation,
mean centering and scaling to unit variance. In the score plot of this study most samples prior to bariatric surgery are located at one
side of the plot (to the left) and all samples taken post bariatric surgery are located to the opposite side of the score plot (to the right).
Thus, changes in the gene expression as a consequence of the bariatric surgery is the most dominating pattern of variation in these
data. Among the genes spanning variation in this direction was the expression of IL6, which encodes the gene interleukin-6, located
towards the left along with the samples pre-surgery (located among the cloud of genes to the left loadings, this particular gene is not
visualized in the plot). The expression of this gene was strongly reduced upon the bariatric surgery. Interleukin-6 is known to
contribute to the immune reactions. It is also known that dysregulated continual synthesis of interleukin-6 has a pathological effect
on chronic inflammation and autoimmunity. The expression of this gene is described to be linked to obesity.59 Obesity is known to
promote low-grade inflammation by activation of immune cell subsets in the white adipose tissue, which includes elevated expres-
sion of the gene IL-6. Thus, the bariatric surgery improved the situation with respect to the expression of this gene. Although we here
only mention one gene, in any multivariate data, the combined action of genes should be interpreted to unravel the underlying
molecular pattern of the observed changes. The changes that are here observed from the gene expression studies resulting from
the bariatric surgery, is reduction in inflammatory condition that was high in the obese condition.

Surprisingly, PCA did not display any pattern of variation related to diabetes (red vs. blue marks in the score plot). As will be
presented at the end of this book chapter, there were strong relevant effects of diabetes on specific genes, but supervised multivariate
modeling was needed to detect these effects. Interestingly, univariate analysis revealed the strong effects of bariatric surgery on the
gene expressions,52 whereas the univariate method failed to detect any differences in the gene expression related to diabetes vs. non-
diabetes.

In the Lactobacillus sakei case (Data set 3, Box 1), where bacteria are grown at two growth conditions with different glucose avail-
ability, the fermentation shifted from homolactic fermentation with mostly production of lactate, to heterolactic fermentation with
a mixture of lactate, formate, acetate and ethanol. For the mean centred data, lactate is reduced when glucose availability is reduced,
whereas the formate, acetate and ethanol increases. This change was stronger for the strain LS25 than the strain 23K, thus there is an
interaction pattern between strain and growth condition. PCA of the end-product mirrored this pattern of interaction by the first PC,
which accounted for as much as 98.9% of the total variation in the end-products. The score plots of the end-product (Fig. 14A and
B) revealed that the strain LS25 changed more than the strain 23K along the first PC, which is seen by the larger distance between
low and high growth rate for the strain LS25 (in red) than for the strain 23K (in blue). In the score plot, samples grown under the
initial glucose availability (displayed as filled squares), are all located towards the left, whereas the samples grown under reduced
glucose availability (displayed as open triangles) are located towards the right, and in the corresponding loading plot lactate is
located towards the left and the others towards the right. This visualizes that at the initial growth conditions lactate was high,
whereas at reduced glucose availability lactate decreased and the other end-products increased. This change was more pronounces
for the strain LS25 than for the strain 23K.

Transcriptome and proteome were performed to investigate the molecular mechanism for the differential behavior of the
responses of the two bacteria upon reduced glucose availability. As presented in the original publication of this data,54 PCA, which
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Fig. 13 Human data on obesity, diabetes and bariatric surgery (Data set 2, Box 1). PCA of transcriptome records for the Human data of obesity,
diabetes and bariatric surgery. (A) 2D scatter plot of the score plots of the samples for the first two PCs, where the patients are color-coded by
diabetes (in red) vs. non-diabetes (in blue) of samples taken before bariatric surgery (open triangles) and 1 year after the bariatric surgery (filled
squares). (B) the corresponding loading plot of the transcriptome data for the same PC. For interpretation, the genes located towards the right are
higher expressed in samples located towards the right in the score plot (i.e. elevated after the bariatric surgery), whereas genes located towards the
left are highest expressed in the samples located towards the left in the score plot (i.e. downregulated by the bariatric surgery). The data were mean
centered and scaled to unit variance prior PCA to let all transcripts have the same impact on the analysis, and all the transcripts are circled around
zero in the loading plot.
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describes the main variation within each data block did, however, not display the same interacting pattern of variation as the end-
product by any of the PCs. Fig. 14C andD display the two first PCs of PCA of the proteome, and Fig. 14E and F display the two first
PCs of PCA of the transcriptome. This suggests that the differential behavior of the two strains, which is so strong in the end-product,
is scantly represented in the transcriptome and in the proteome. Only a few features responded to changed growth conditions as
shown in the original publication of this data.54 This shows an important aspect of omics data, which is the phenomenon that
a few key features may dominate the downstream processes.

PCA may be conducted on any data table with meaningful rows and columns. The data set on Atlantic salmon pancreas disease
was for an experiment using RNA-Seq to test differential gene responses in the heart to injection by the virus (IP) and co-habitation
with the virus (CH) in individuals with high and low genomic breeding values for pancreas disease resistance (Data set 4, Box 1).
The data table we created included all genes identified in the original publication of this data55 to have a fold change above 1.75 in
the comparisons of the breeding values, i.e. the ratio of the observation 4 weeks after injection and cohabitation with the virus
versus the initial starting values. There were 42 genes that fulfilled this criteria. In the present analysis we let the fold change values
under the three experimental conditions; naïve, IP and CH be the column and the genes be the rows in the data table. The first
component, which accounted for the majority of the variation in the data, shows that all the fold change values for breeding values
were higher for the genes located towards the right in the PCA plot than those located towards the left (Fig. 15). Furthermore,
a difference between the experimental condition was detected along the second PCA. Towards the top of the loading plot is the
injection approach and among the genes in the corresponding score plot is mmp13, which is an extracellular matrix degrading
enzyme, that is consistently activated in pathogen infected Atlantic salmon.55 The PCA plot suggest that the elevation of this
gene (and other genes located in the same direction on the PCA plot) is more prominent after injection (located upward along
PC2) than in the naive state (located downward along PC2), and also when compared with infection by co-habitation (located
slightly downward near the centre along PC2).

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

(E) (F)

Fig. 14 Lactobacillus sakei (Data set 3, Box 1). (A and B) PCA of the end-products, (C and D) PCA of the proteome, (E and F) PCA of the
transcriptome. (A, C and E) Score plots of the samples, (B, D and F) loading plots of the variables. In (B): Lactate (L), formate (F), acetate (A), and
ethanol (E). The score plots of the samples display strain 23K (blue) and the strain LS25 (red) grown at high (filled squares) and low (open triangles)
glucose availability. The percentages on the axis describe the proportion of the variability described by the different PCs.
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4.22.4.4 Exploring the Variation Patterns between Different Blocks of Data

Exploring variation between different blocks of data is highly relevant in functional omics. A typical situation could be to analyze
the relation between variation in transcriptome, proteome or metabolome data and some response parameter(s) of interest.

In studies of two-block relations, one approach is to study the relation between the explanatory features and the response. The
input data block may be called “independent data block,” “explanatory variable,” “regressor features” or “predictor features” and the
output data block may be called “response data block” or “regressand data block.” The input and the output may reflect causal

Fig. 15 PCA genes differentially expressed, as analyzed by RNA-Seq, in animals with high and lowbreeding values for pancreas disease resistance
in response to salmonid alphavirus infection causing the disease in Atlantic salmon. Salmon were tested while in the naive state, 4 weeks after
injection by the virus (IP) and 4 weeks after co-habitation with the virus (CH). The upper plot shows loadings of the columns in the data table (fold
change values under the different experimental conditions) and the lower plot shows the scores of the specific genes.
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relationships, but that does not have to be the case. Even when causality between data blocks is reasonable to assume, one might be
interested in reversing input and output as that may reveal information that is otherwise lost. The input data are often assigned as X
and the response as Y, but in some situations other options may be more useful. For example, referring to Fig. 8, relating transcrip-
tome data (X3) as input to phenotypic data (X6).

The data blocks may be either continuous or categorical. When the output of a model is continuous, the model defines a regres-
sion model or a prediction model, whereas when the outputs are categorical the model defines a discriminant analysis or classifi-
cation model.

The typical characteristic of omics data is the dimensionality of the data matrix, with an abundance of features and usually only
a few samples. For example, a typical transcriptome data may consist of more than 20,000 features, one for each gene transcript,
whereas the number of samples is often limited due to high cost. The classical statistical regression methods usually require
more samples than features, which triggered massive statistical research on how to deal with this situation.

For an input matrix with large number of features compared with samples, the main problem is the so-called rank problem. This
means that some of the features may be replaced (at least approximately) by a linear combination of some other features. Hence,
there is a situation concerning data redundancy. By traditional statistical approaches this is considered as a problem. Classical
methods in linear regression and discriminant analysis, such as ordinary least squares (OLS) and linear discriminant analysis
(LDA), cannot be fitted to such data in their regular form.

4.22.4.4.1 Supervised bilinear methodologies
With projection methods the observed variation is projected onto a smaller subspace spanning the underlying variation in the data
as was also described for PCA, illustrated in Fig. 11. Similar two-block methods are developed as illustrated in Fig. 16. Rather than
finding the components that best describe the variation within one data block, it maximize the covariance between the data blocks.
The arrow in Fig. 16 shows that the information in one response data block (the block here called Y) is utilized to define the best
component in X to predict the response.

One approach is to maximize the covariance between the two data blocks, which is the principle of the methods called Partial
least squares regression (PLSR) and Partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA).22,42,47,58 By these approaches the
“problem” of collinearity is converted to a strength as several features together may better represent an underlying variation in
the data than one variable at the time. Most often, correlated variables together describe a phenomenon of interest.

To validate the different PLS factors, cross-validation may be used where the data are split into a number of segments of one or
more samples. One segment at a time is left out of the regression analysis and used for validation. This is repeated until all segments
have been left out once ("cross validation"). Another strategy is to split the data into one calibration set and one test set, or better,
use a completely new data set for validation as a real test set.

The Norwegian cohort of the human study (Data set 2, Box 1) is here used to demonstrate two-block regression. The transcrip-
tome data were used as input and the clinical data as response, using as response parameters the bodymass index (BMI), high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL) and triglyceride (TG). PLS regression model of all transcripts are displayed in Fig. 17A–C. In the score
plot (Fig. 17A), all samples prior bariatric surgery are located towards the right along PLS factor 1, and all samples after bariatric
surgery are located towards the left. In the corresponding loading plot of the responses (Fig. 17C), BMI is located most strongly
towards the right, which shows that the main pattern of variation in this data was reduced BMI after the bariatric surgery. The loading
plots of the gene expression data (Fig. 17B) reflect relative changes in the gene expression related to the changes in the response (each

PCA component 1 in X

PCA component 1 in Y

PLS component 1,
which aims at describing
the variation in Y from X

x3

x2

x1
y1

y2

y3

Fig. 16 Graphical illustration of the supervised multivariate method Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR). By PLS, one data block (Y to the
right), regarded as response, is used to guide the component (PLS factor) estimated in the the input variables (X to the left).
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gene is here represented as a point in the graph). As the data are mean centered, this must be viewed in relative terms; genes with
positive loading, located towards the right along the horizontal axis, PLS factor 1, is higher expressed when BMI is high, and genes
located towards the left are lower expressed when BMI is high, relative to the means of the data. To select the most relevant genes,
feature selection was applied, where we applied the test Jackknife adapted to bilinear models.60 This method performs a test of the
stability of the regression coefficients across all cross-validation segments. For each loop in the cross-validation routine, regression
coefficients are calculated. A t-test is subsequently performed to validate the stability of the regression coefficients or other relevant
parameters when leaving out one segment at a time from the calibration to be used for validation. This validation procedure selected
5828 gene transcripts as having stable regression coefficients for BMI, 1100 transcripts were selected for HDL, and 1402 for TG. As will
be illustrated below for the Lactobacillus data, the selected genes may be plugged into some bioinformatic tools to study the biological
meaning they represent. A new analysis was performed on the transcripts selected for at least one of the three response parameters
(Fig. 17D–F). The analysis before feature selection as well as the analysis after feature selection were dominated by the effect of bari-
atric surgery. In the loading plot of the responses (Fig. 17C and F), BMI is located towards right along the first PLS factor, and in the
corresponding score plots (Fig. 17A and D) samples prior bariatric surgery are located towards the right and samples post-surgery
towards the left, negatively related to the response features. The second PLS factor separated the patients according to HDL and
TG, although this was not related to bariatric surgery or diabetes vs. non-diabetes. Notably, differences related to diabetes did not
reveal any pattern of variation related to any of the clinical parameters by the two first PLS factors, nor when including more PLS
factors (results not shown). It will be seen at the end of this book chapter that supervised multivariate analysis enables detection
of critical diabetes related genes in this data when the transcriptome was related to the experimental design factors.

The direction of the regression may not always go from the left to the right in Fig. 8. For the Campylobacter jejuni data (Data set 1,
Box 1) one might for example be interested in exploring how the FTIR pattern relates to the transcriptome data using the FTIR
pattern as input in the model and the transcriptome as output, or vice versa. As an example, a model was fitted to the Campylobacter
jejuni data with the FTIR data as a block of input features. Instead of using the whole gene transcript block as a response matrix, PCA
was conducted on the mean-centered transcriptome data in advance, and the PCs from the PCAwere used as response, one at a time.
Thus, one omics data block is related to a compressed representation of another omics data block. The FTIR data were centered and
standardized to allow all features to have the same impact on the analysis. We also performed preprocessing by Extended Multipli-
cative SCatter correction (EMSC), which is treated in other chapters of the present book. The FTIR spectra showed poor relation to
the first PC (not shown). Thus, the behavior of the few samples that dominated the first PC of the transcriptome data, did not affect
the FTIR spectra (see also Fig.12. C,D). The second PC, on the other hand, could be well predicted from the FTIR spectra, although
this pattern accounted for only a small proportion of the gene expression.

Fig. 17 Human data on obesity, type 2 diabetes and bariatric surgery (Data set 2 Box 1). PLS regression of the Human data with the transcriptome
data as input and the clinical data body mass index (BMI), high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL) and triglyceride (TG) as response. (A, D) 2D
scatter plot of the scores of the samples for the first two PLS factors color coded by diabetes (in red) vs. non-diabetes (in blue) of samples taken
before bariatric surgery (open triangles) and after the bariatric surgery (filled squares). (B, E) The corresponding loading plots of the transcriptome
input data for the same PCs. (C, F) the corresponding loading plots of the clinical response data for the same PCs. (A–C) PLS regression performed
on all transcripts, (D–F) The same PLS regression where only gene transcripts selected as significant by Jackknife for any of the response
parameters were included. The data were mean centered and scaled to unit variance prior to PCA to let all transcripts have the same impact on the
analysis.
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Separate models can be trained based on smaller, but interesting parts of the FTIR spectra as regressor features. It is known that
the fat have signals in the wavelength 3000–2800. Results of a model including only a fat region from wavelength 3000–2800 are
presented in Fig. 18, where PC2 from the PCA analysis of the transcriptome data is used as response. The correlation coefficient
between predicted and measured value was r ¼ 0.90 and the model could account for 82% of the variation in the response param-
eter using 11 PLS factors. The first andmost important PLS factor described 33% and the second PLS factor 10% of the total variance.
The score plot reveals a temperature axis along the first PLS factor (Fig. 18A), whereas the second PLS factor separates biological
replicate 1 from the other replicates (Fig. 18B). The loadings of features in this model (Fig. 18C), are located towards the same
direction as the temperature of 25 �C (seen in the score plot, Fig. 18A). The interpretation of this is that, after omitting the pattern

Fig. 18 Campylobacter jejuni (Data set 1, Box 1). Results of PLS regression analysis using the fat region of FTIR (wavelength 3000–2800) as
regressor features and PC2 from PCA of the transcriptome as response for the Campylobacter data (Box 1). Scores (A) and (B) of PC1 vs. PC2,
(C) Correlation loadings plot for PC1 and PC2; (D) and (E) predicted vs. observed. The samples were labeled and colored by temperature in panels
(A) and (D), where 25 �C is in blue, and 5 �C is in red, and in panels (B) and (E) by replicate number.
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of variation described by the first PC, the second PC reflects a pattern where the bacteria exposed to 25 �C contain more of fatty acids
as reflected by the FTIR measurement, compared with those exposed to 5 �C.

The observations that the main pattern of variation in the transcriptome data, as reflected by the first PC of the transcriptome
data, did not correlate to the spectroscopic data, whereas a clear connection between the two data blocks is seen when considering
the second PC of the transcriptome data, illustrate the usefulness of projection methods. By working on the level of latent structure,
we were able to detect this relation.

On this data we will also demonstrate the soft-threshold PLS method of Sæbø et al.61 Soft-threshold PLS includes a threshold
parameter controlling a shrinkage of the PLS weights towards zero with the aim of selecting the smallest possible number of features
that can discrimimate the response parameter. All weights smaller than the threshold in absolute value will have a zero contribution
to the PLS component. For large threshold values, the number of contributing features may become very small. The soft-threshold
PLS found that a model with only two contributing genes was sufficient to obtain a near-perfect classification with only one mis-
classified sample grown at the two different temperatures. The two genes that were identified are plotted in Fig. 19. The gene Cj0408
is frdC Fumarate reductase cytochrome B subunit and the gene Cj0420 is a putative periplasmic protein.

Fig. 19 illustrates a very important aspect of multivariate data. Unless the two genes are considered simultaneously, it would not
be possible to detect the relevance of these genes. In particular along the vertical axis, the two temperatures completely overlap, and
by any univariate methods this gene would never be detected as relevant to separate the temperature effects. But seen along with the
other protein, a separation is achieved. In general, the combination of features may reflect variation that is hidden when a univariate
approach is taken.

In the Lactobacillus data, the phenome was dominated by interacting pattern where one strain responded more than the other on
reduced glucose availability, whereas explorative multivariate analysis by PCA did not reflect this pattern of variation in the pro-
teome and transcriptome (Fig. 14). Even by the supervised method PLSR, applied with the proteome as input and all four end-
products as response, where the end-products are used to guide the estimated components, we still do not see a clear interacting
pattern where one strain change more upon changed growth condition by the first PLS factors (results not shown), which was
so clearly seen by PCA of the end-products (Fig. 14). But after feature selection (Fig. 20), there is a larger change for the strain
LS25 than for the strain 23K along the first PLS factor. In a regression analysis of the data of the Lactobacillus sakei the transcriptome
or the proteome was used as input and the end-products as response. One approach for feature selection, called “shaving”, repeat-
edly removes a certain percent of the features (or “shaved off”). This can be repeated until the optimal prediction is achieved.
Different criteria can be chosen for the shaving process. Selectivity Ratio (SR) performs variable selection by calculating the ratio
of explained to residual variance of the X features on the projection vector.62 Another approach, Loading weight (LW), uses the
loading weight at the optimum number of PLS factors as selection criteria. When applying shaving, a plot displays the reduction
in the error as the number of features included in the model decreases (not shown here).

To visualize the pattern of variation of the selected features, we here apply PCA of the selected features. For the proteome,
proteins with this interacting pattern could be selected when using SR, and for the transcriptome LW was applied (Fig. 20).

For the Lactobacillus sakei data, under restricted nutrient availability, the end-products are changed in a direction that gives more
ethanol, formate, and acetate and less lactate. This implies more energy per glucose unit, as ethanol, formate and acetate yields more
ATP per glucose unit than lactate. The analysis of the end-products revealed that this was seen more for LS25 than for 23K. In the
PCA plot of the selected features (Fig. 20) this was reflected by the first PC. By the two-block analysis where the proteomes are
related to the end-products we identified proteins that may shed light on the underlying molecular mechanism. For interpretation
of the selected features we applied graph analysis.
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Fig. 19 Campylobacter jejuni (Data set 1, Box 1). The gene expression of the two transcripts identified by soft-threshold PLS for the discrimination
between temperatures at 5 �C (open triangles) and 25 �C (filled squares), color-coded by the atmosphere: anaerobe (blue), microanaerobe (minor low
O2 availability) (red), and aerobe condition (green).
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4.22.4.4.2 Graph analysis
By using available bioinformatic software where the selected genes are plugged into the software, a graph can visualize the meaning-
ful biological information. In Fig. 21 we have here selected proteins according to their position in the PCA plot (Fig. 20) so that the
graph mirrors the pattern of variation in the loadings of the first PC in the PCA. Located towards the right side of the graph are
proteins which increased in their expression when the glucose availability was reduced, a change more predominant for the strain
LS25 than for 23K as seen in the score plot in Fig. 20. Accompanied with the metabolic change, there was a change in the expression
of the proteins formate C-acetyltransferase (pyruvate formate lyase), NADH oxidase, and redox sensing transcriptional repressor Rex
(all located towards the right in Fig. 21). The interpretation of this is altered pyruvate metabolism to benefit the bacteria by

(A) (B) (C)

(D) (E) (F)

Fig. 20 Lactobacillus sakei (Data set 3, Box 1). PLS regression of all proteins in the proteome as input (A-C) and proteome after feature selection
as input (D-F) with end-products as response, after variable selection by the approach shaving using the criteria Selectivity Ration (SR). Scores of the
samples (A,D) and loadings for the selected features (B,E) and for the response (C,F) for the two first PLS factors are shown. The samples in the
score plots are L. sakei 23K (blue) and LS25 (red) at high (filled squares) and low (open triangles) glucose availability.

Fig. 21 Lactobacillus sakei (Data set 3, Box 1). A parallel plot to PC1 in the loading plot in Fig. 20, where proteins selected by PLS regression using
the approach “Shaving” with “Selectivity Ratio” on proteome data regressed towards the end-product ethanol. The horizontal axis represents PC1
whereas the position within each side is randomly made for the best visualization. Proteins (purple circles), biological processes (blue octagon) and
molecular processes (pink hexagon) are indicated., obtained by Cytoscape version 3.7.0.
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generating more ATP, or by gaining NADþ which facilitates other end-products than lactate. Furthermore, L-serine dehydrogenase
subunit beta, which is involved in the conversion of serine to pyruvate, is also closely linked to these proteins (also located towards
the right in Fig. 21), with elevated expression under strongly restricted glucose availability, more so for the strain LS25 than for the
strain 23K. These findings are described more in details in our original publication on this material.54 Located towards the left is
adenine deaminase involved in purine metabolism, and copper ion homeostasis and putative oxidoreductase involved in redox
reactions in the cell.

An important aspect of the interpretation of multivariate data is to consider features that are closely correlated in the view of their
common pattern. A relevant question for the biologist/molecular biologist/chemists to rise is therefore what are the biological link
between features that display a common pattern of variation from a biological/chemical point of view?

4.22.4.4.3 Regularization methods
Ridge regression is a frequently applied approach to reduce the number of features in multivariate data. By this method, a small
tuning parameter l, called a penalty term, is added to the algorithm to make the estimated regression coefficients more stable.
By adding the penalty term, large regression coefficients will be reduced, and this in turn may reduce overfitting and improve
the prediction error. In Ridge regression none of the input terms are reduced all the way to zero. Therefore, it does not perform vari-
able selection. Least absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) performs both variable selection and regularization in
order to enhance the prediction accuracy and improve the interpretability of the statistical model. Elastic net is the combination
of the two, where a tuning parameter a defines the balance between them. Thereby elastic net allows to strike a balance between
ridge regression and LASSO.

4.22.4.4.4 Support vector machines (SVM)
Support vector machine (SVM) is a multivariate classification method. In its simplest form, SVM ends up in a linear classifier in that
a linear combination of variables are compared to some threshold. The way it does this is however somewhat different from e.g.
LDA in that it attempts tomaximize themargin between the class boundaries and training samples rather than placing the boundary
at midpoints between class prototypes.

SVM may be transformed to a non-linear one in the original variables by adding functions of these as new variables. Such trans-
formations may be justified either empirically (with better performance), or sometimes based on an expected relation between vari-
ables and classes. As a hypothetical example, classifying someone as obese requires calculating the body-mass index (BMI): weight/
height2, and comparing it to the threshold of BMI, here denoted b, equals to 30. Imagine a linear classifier using variables weight and
height: it would invariably get the classes wrong. However, if the inputs were transformed to weight and squared height, the solution
is simple and can be expresses as a linear classifier in these variables: when 1 $ weigth �b $ (height2) is greater than zero, then the
BMI is greater than the level defining obese.

SVMs with extensions, such as the mechanism described here, or using other mechanisms such as “the kernel trick,” are very
powerful classifiers. They do however tend to get very “large” in the sense that they remember all (or most) training samples in order
to be applied. This may pose memory issues with large training sets.

4.22.4.4.5 Neural networks (NN)
In recent years, classifiers based on neural networks have gained much traction. Such classifiers were originally inspired by actual
neural networks by constructing “neurons” that are sensitive to a number of inputs and “fire” when combinations of these increase
past some threshold. Such neurons are connected through several “layers” in a network and for the case of a binary classifier end up
with a single output which is a nonlinear function of the network’s inputs. NNs are hence nonlinear classifiers by construction.

Training of neural networks is an iterative process where errors in predictions are used to update the network. This is analogous
to a child learning to do a task with a teacher correcting the answers until the child gets all (or most) of the answers right. Key in this
analogy is that the teacher does not explain why the child is wrong in any given problem, only that the answer is wrong. This may be
a poor teacher, but this is the teacher typically used in training simple neural networks.

The non-linear property of neural network classifiers constitutes both their strength and complexity. Assuming a sufficiently
complex network and enough data to train on, one strength is the claimed ability to approximate the non-linear relationship
between inputs and classes automatically. For instance, in the above example with obesity the inputs could still be weight and
height, and the network should be able to deduce the relationship to squared height automatically. An important complexity is
relating given classifications to the inputs: it may become very difficult to learn any general rule between inputs and classes
from a trained networkdeven though the network is apparently working flawlessly. This is related to the above learning process
where the teacher does not explain the relationship – and in many cases, even for a human performing a complicated task perfectly
such as recognizing the face of Jennifer Aniston, this person may not even be capable of explaining what makes her face different
from all others. The choice of person is not entirely chance: a study led by Quiroga found a cell in a subject that fired precisely on
pictures of Jennifer Aniston, see Quiroga and coworkers63 for more information.

4.22.4.4.6 Genetic algorithm (GA)
The genetic algorithm (GA)64,65 is a method for variable subset search that can be used prior to model fitting. A genetic algorithm
mimics the process of natural evolution to generate useful solutions to optimization and search problems. A genetic algorithm is
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a search heuristic that is inspired by Charles Darwin’s theory of natural evolution. This algorithm reflects the process of natural selec-
tion where the fittest individuals are selected for reproduction in order to produce offspring of the next generation.

The algorithm has successfully been applied to various megavariate data sets both in chemometrics64,65 and bioinformatics.66

The GA is an example of a random sampling-based method for variable selection though modified through evolutionary steps.
Another method, which may succeed in finding favorable variable combinations through random variable sampling, is the random
forests method of Breiman.67

The purpose of this section is not to list every possible approach for analyzing data frommegavariate omics. There are numerous
approaches presented in the literature, which are not mentioned here. Ideally, some guidance as to what would be the better
approach should be given, but unfortunately there is no always-optimal choice of method. The best choice of predictor and method
for variable selection varies from one data set to the other.

In a practical situation, it is probably a good strategy to explore a range of methods with different properties to find a good
approach. However, a consequence of screening several approaches for a given data set, possibly in combination with variable selec-
tion, is the danger of overfitting. This necessitates careful validation of the final conclusion, preferably using independent test data.

4.22.4.5 Modeling the Effects of Experimental Design Factors and Pseudofactors

In the following section, we describe methods to study the effects of the design parameters on the responses based on a traditional
statistical framework that is further developed into multivariate data.

4.22.4.5.1 Single-response analysis
The classical approach to analyze experimental design studies18,19 is based on the fundament laid by R. Fisher and his co-
workers,68,69 who published the first use of ANOVA for experimental data approximately 100 years ago. This method builds on
a linear model where the design parameters are the inputs in the model and the response are the outputs.

There is always a certain level of random variation in any experiments. To test if there is a difference between the performances of,
e.g., a set of genotypes, the differences between the genotypes should be of a certain magnitude compared with the random vari-
ation of the experiment. ANOVA is, as the name indicates, analysis of the variances. To illustrate the methodology, we consider
situations where we only have fixed effects. The analysis can then be described as given in Table 2. Fixed effects means that we
are interested in the classes or levels of each factor that is tested. This contrasts to a situation where we select a set of samples
that should represent a larger population. For example, when we select a set of locations in Norway for the experiment, where
we are not particularly interested in the sites that are chosen. The sites may have been choosen to represent growth conditions
in different regions in Norway. Sticking to the situation with only fixed effects we can describe the ANOVA as presented in Table 2.
The effects of all factors are tested towards a common estimate of the random error in the data, which is based on the residual of the
model, i.e. the variation that cannot be described by the experimental factors.

The mathematical formula for this analysis is a general linear model as a sum of the effects (Eff) of each factor:

Response ¼ Intercept þ EffA þ EffB þ EffAB þ Residual

Any statistical model assumes that the samples are conducted in random order. If the analysis is performed in systematic order,
e.g. all replicates of sample 1 first followed by all replicates of sample 2, etc., then it is not possible to distinguish between the real
differences between the samples, and random variation that my occur during the analysis procedure. Sometimes, however, it is not
possible to completely randomize all samples. For example, when the samples are run in batches. In gel electrophoresis one may for
example run only 20 samples at the time as one batch. If the experiment consists of 20 samples and 3 biological replicates of each
sample, then each batch should have all 20 samples from one replicate. Often the number of samples is not exactly the same as the
capacity for each batch, and this should then be considered in the statistical analysis. There are different strategies to take this into
account into the statistical analysis covered in statistical literature.

Table 2 Two-way ANOVA. A, B are fixed effects and there are several biological replicates of each combination of A and B.

Sources of variation Means of Squares (MS) f-values

Total
A Genotype SD2 of means of A SD2

A/SD2
residual

B Environment SD2 of means of B SD2
B/SD2

residual
A*B Genotype*Environment SD2 of means of the combination A and B SD2

A*B/SD2
residual

Residuals and interactions
with residuals

common SD2 for the experiment, estimated from the
replicates and all interaction terms with the residuals

The f-value obtained from the data are compared with tabulated F-valued for the normal distribution. The f-value of the normal distribution is the distribution obtained if there were no
significant effects of the input factors.
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4.22.4.5.2 Multiple testing for multiple responses
With several response features, one could analyze each response separately by ordinary univariate F-tests. This will typically lead to
multiple testing problems as many tests are performed. A number of different approaches are described to account for the multiple
testing problem. When a test is performed on a large number of features, the risk of stating significant effects when there are truly no
effects may be large. Adjustment of the p-values by False Discovery Rate (FDR) ensure that only a given percentage (e.g. 5%) of the
responses reported as significant are false. The FDR criterion has become very popular in functional genomics. There exist several
methods to calculate FDR adjusted p-values. Most do not take dependence among the responses into account.70 An FDR variant that
allows any kind of dependence among the responses is described inMoen et al.50 The calculations are then based on rotation testing
or permutation testing. It is important to realize that these tests are nevertheless univariate, and do not consider the combined
actions of the features as illustrated in Fig. 19.

4.22.4.5.3 Multivariate analyses of data with multiple input factors and multivariate responses
Several methods are developed as a combination of a linear model as in ANOVA and a multivariate response. Some methods
combine PCA with the linear model in ANOVA. By PCA, the data are projected onto new orthogonal PCs found as linear combi-
nations of the original features. One approach is to apply PCA or simultaneous component analysis to the effects of each term in the
linear model. This gives ANOVA-PCA when using effects plus the residuals. The method ANOVA and simultaneous component
analysis (SCA) (ASCA) performs the bilinear multivariate method directly on the effects and utilizes differences between the repli-
cates thereafter. A supervised alternative based on bilinear methodologies is obtained by applying target projection or partial least
squares discriminant analysis which leads to ANOVA-TP71 or AoV-PLS.72

In ASCA the original samples are projected onto the score space of SCA or PCA. Explained variance of the features given the
design factor in focus can be calculated, and further sub-divided into contributions from the principal components.

Traditionally, significance in factor level differences was estimated using permutation testing. A strategy which produces exact
significances for balanced designs, both for main effects and interactions, was introduced by Liland and coworkers.73 It is based
on classical multivariate ANOVA and can be used to produce informative significance ellipsoids in the score plots or calculate tables
of pair-wise comparison statistics, possibly with compact letter displays of factor level groups.

ASCA performed on the Campylobacter data (data set 1, Box 1) is displayed in Fig. 22. The ellipsoids surrounding each factor
levels show that there are significant differences between all levels of the main effects as well as on the interacting effects which
is seen as the ellipsoids are not overlapping.

The corresponding loadings revealed interacting pattern between atmosphere and temperature reflecting deviating pattern for
a few dominating genes. A more detailed plot along with the gene names would unravel more detailed information on which genes
are elevated/reduced under the different conditions. As described by Moen et al.,50 the cells survived better under 25 �C anaerobic
conditions than under either the microaerobic or aerobic conditions tested (as determined by plate counts). The general trends were
that the cells lost the ability to be recovered on plates before the membrane integrity was disrupted. The expression of the genes
Cj1356c, putative integral membrane protein and Cj0200c, putative periplasmic protein, were among the genes that contributed
to the interacting effects between atmosphere and temperature. Another gene observed by a detailed view of the loading plot of
the interaction pattern (not shown) highlighted the gene Cj1385, Catalase, katA, which decomposes hydrogen peroxide into water
and oxygen. Hydrogen peroxide is a major redox metabolite involved in redox sensing, signaling, and redox regulation.

ASCA performed on the FITR data (Fig. 23) show that the interacting pattern was not as strong for the FTIR data as for the gene
expression data. This corresponds to the strong interacting pattern revealed by the first PC of the PCA of the gene expression data
that was not related to the FITR data as revealed by the PLS regression analysis in the section of the two-block relation.

We here present a generic approach, or a platform, that we call Effect plus Residual (ER) modeling, which covers different
methods that combines a linear model as in ANOVA with multivariate analysis of the effects of one term at the time while utilizing
the residual of the complete model (Additional file A1). This approach is not only meant to address investigations with experi-
mental design, but also any situation where the data may be influenced by several known or unknown confounding factors that
can be organized as orthogonal factors. The method is flexible with respect to the downstream analysis, and it may perform analysis
of each factor within each level of the other factors.

The method is here first illustrated in the Lactobacillus sakei study (Data set 1, Box 1), where the design factors are defined as
factorA (strain LS25 vs. 23K) and factorB (growth condition, High and Low), and the interaction term factorA*B, which describe
different responses of the strains to changed growth condition. The linear model on the data with two experimental factors are:

Observed data ¼ EffA þ EffB þ EffAB þ Residuals

As described for ASCAmultivariate intervention may be applied directly on the effects of each factor. Another approach is to add
the residuals to each effect, which gives what is called ER values of each factor.

EA þ R ¼ EffA þ Res (1)

EB þ R ¼ EffB þ Res (2)

EAB þ R ¼ EffAB þ Res (3)
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The addition of the residuals to each effect is illustrated for one feature (ethanol) in the Lactobacillus sakei data (Data set 3, Box 1)
in Fig. 24. A benefit of adding the residual of the complete model directly to the effects is that new quantities are obtained that reflect
only the effects of one factor at the time, and have the residual for validation, and this quantity can be utilized for any univariate or
multivariate intervention.

The effects of each factor plus the residual of the complete model were for the Lactobacillus sakei data subjected to elastic net for
feature selection (Fig. 25).74 Only a few features were needed to discriminate between the two strains (in the plot to the left),
between the two growth conditions (in the middle) and the differential response of the two strains (to the right).

ER modeling with PLS-DA of Campylobacter jejuni is displayed in Fig. 26 focusing on the effects of atmosphere, temperature and
their interaction. By ER modeling a separate data table is made of each of these effects plus the residual of the complete model, and
the supervised multivariate method PLS-DA with Jackknife for features selection are performed with the design parameters as
response. The analysis of the atmosphere separated the samples well in the score plot according to the atmosphere condition
(Fig. 26A) and the corresponding pattern of variation in selected genes are displayed in the corresponding loading plot
(Fig. 26B). Likewise, the effects of temperature is well identified with genes spanning this variation in the loading plot (Fig. 26C
and D). For the interaction term (Fig. 26E and F), the first PLS factor separate different atmospheric conditions: anaerobe, micro-
aerobe and aerobe, and the second PLS factor separating low (upper) and high (lower) temperature, where the lowest temperature,
do not span any variation along the first PLS factor. Thus, the interacting pattern is clearly visible in the score plot. To the right in the

Fig. 22 Campylobacter jejuni (Data set 1, Box 1). Score plots of the samples of ASCA performed on the gene expression data where the main effects
of atmosphere, the main effects of temperature and their interaction term are displayed. From the inner to the outer ellipsoid, these represent 40%,
68% and 95% of the variation of the data. The two upper plots display main effects of atmosphere (to the left) and main effects of (temperature) to
the right, and the interacting effects, which display all combinations of atmosphere and temperature (in the lower figure). Although we here visualize
a two-dimensional plot of two components (for atmosphere and the interaction plot) and one-dimensional plot (for the temperature), and hence
ellipses or just colored points are displayed, the term ellipsoid is used as the number of components in the data is more than two.
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loading plot are genes involved in the interaction. One of the genes located towards the right is Cj1359 which is the gene PPK. The
aerobe condition at high temperature, which had the poorest survival, was located to the left in the score plot, opposite to this gene
and the other selected genes along this PLS factor. The PPK gene, encoding polyphosphate kinase, plays an important role in stress
tolerance. It has been found that this gene is involved in the loss of stress resistance, biofilm formation, colonization capacities as
well as being important in the regulation of the production of other proteins.75

Fig. 23 Campylobacter jejuni (Data set 1 Box 1). Score plots of the features of ASCA performed on the FTIR data at selected wavelength where the
main effects of atmosphere, the main effects of temperature and their interaction term are displayed.

Fig. 24 Lactobacillus sakei (Data set 3, Box 1). Illustration of ER modeling for the protein redox-sensing transcriptional repressor Rex (Ass. number
LCA_0848). From the left: the data, ER values of strain, ER values of growth condition, ER values of the interaction between strain and growth
condition where the effects are in the three latter figures displayed as lines and the effects plus residuals are displayed as points for the strain 23K
(blue) and LS25 (red) at high (filled squares) and low (open triangles) glucose availability.
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Fig. 25 Lactobacillus sakei (Data set 3, Box 1). Elastic net of the transcriptome with the design as response run separately using EffectþResidual
values for each of the factors: strain (to the left), growth condition (in the middle) and their interaction (to the right) as input, with the belonging
design parameter as response. Cross-validation (red) with upper and lower standard deviation (gray) with increasing number of features in the model
as the regularization parameter changes. The figures show the misclassification as the number of features in the model increases, as red from the
right to the left. Thus, these figures show that in all models, just a few features were needed to obtain good prediction.
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Fig. 26 Campylobacter jejuni (Data set 1 Box 1). Plots of PLS discriminant model of the gene expression after EþR modeling which isolate the
effects of each factor. (A,B) PLS discriminant analysis of the effects of atmosphere, (B,D) PLS discriminant analysis of the effects of atmosphere, and
(E,F) PLS discriminant analysis of the effects of the interaction between temperature and atmosphere. (A,C,E) scores of the samples and (B,D,F)
corresponding loadings of the genes. (A) aerobic condition (ae) (in red), microaerobic condition (mi) (in green) and anaerobic condition (an) (in
blue), (B) effects of temperatures where the color symbols are as in (A) with temperature (5 and 25) given in the plots (C) the interaction between
atmosphere condition and temperature with symbols and colors as in (B).
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For the human study of diabetes and bariatric surgery (Data set 3, Box 1) we will here present the use of ERmodeling to combine
data from two independent cohorts for validation across the cohorts. The two studies used the same transcriptome platform and the
same patient groups: persons with and without diabetes with high BMI subjected to bariatric surgery.

Within each data set (the Norwegian cohort and the Mexican cohort) we applied ER modeling to separate the effects of diabetes
vs. non-diabetes from other influencing factors that were internal for each data set. This resulted in two data tables, one from each
cohort that reflected only the effects of diabetes vs. non-diabetes plus the residuals of the complete model within each data set.
Details of the study is to be presented elsewhere (in prep). Here we show that we were able to use ER modeling to combine the
two data cohorts to give one large set of data. For the combined data set we applied a ERmodeling with country as factor A, diabetes
as factor B, and their interaction term factor as A*B, to isolate the effects of diabetes vs. non-diabetes across all patients in the two
studies, and to study differential effects of diabetes vs. non-diabetes between the two countries (Fig. 27). As the samples were taken
at the bariatric surgery in the Mexican cohort, these samples are most comparable with samples taken prior bariatric surgery from the
Norwegian cohort. However, as we by ER modeling could omit effects of bariatric surgery, we can utilize all data, to make one large
data table of all patient samples.

A data model was made using one cohort as training set and the other as test set to predict diabetes vs. non-diabetes from the
transcriptome record. This resulted in nearly perfect correct classification of diabetes vs. non-diabetes for the completely indepen-
dent validation cohort (Fig. 27). The blue curve displays the observed data where�1 is non-diabetes andþ1 is diabetes, and the red
curve displays the predicted classifications, which shows that all except one sample are correctly classified. The scores and loading of
the calibration models are displayed in Fig. 28.

Thus, in each study, PLS factors were obtained that identified gene transcripts related to diabetes that were consistent across the
two cohorts.

In addition, specific expression pattern that differed between the two studies will be presented elsewhere. The observation that
we were able to connect data from two completely independent studies by using ER modeling opens new opportunities for exten-
sion of data and validation, to explore common and different regulation mechanisms revealed by different cohorts. This is of partic-
ular relevance in omics studies considering the high cost and often limited number of samples within each study.

To identify the most relevant genes that were affected by diabetes, we applied Jackknife in the PLS regression, which selected
a number of gene transcripts in both cohorts, that will be presented in detailed elsewhere. In the PLS plot of the loadings the selected
genes are marked with filled green circles in the PLS loading plot (Fig. 28). A PCA plot of only the selected genes is presented in
Fig. 29. In this cloud of the selected transcripts was the pathway renin-angiotensin system and renin secretion. As described by Ram-
alingam and coworkers,76 the renin-angiotensin systemmay serve as a close link between obesity and insulin resistance. The adipose
tissue secretes bioactive molecules such as the inflammatory hormone angiotensin II, generated in the Renin Angiotensin System.
Obesity is a complex disease characterized by excessive expansion of adipose tissue and is an important risk factor for chronic
diseases such as type 2 diabetes. Moreover, obesity is a major contributor to inflammation and oxidative stress, which are key under-
lying causes for insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes.

4.22.5 Regression Algorithms for Megavariate Data

One of the strategies one can use to handle very wide data sets, is to multiply the data table by itself. If the number of rows
(samples) is lower than the number of columns (features) which is often the situation in omics data, then matrix multiplication
may result in a data table which is limited to the size of the number of rows both as rows and also as columns. Thus the original
data is collapsed in the largest dimension. This matrix is called a kernel matrix, and the corresponding methods kernel methods.
An efficient approach is to do most of the data analysis in this kernel matrix. One kernel method is the Parsimonious Kernel PLS
(PKPLS).77 As soon the kernel matrix has been computed, PKPLS can compute scores and cross-validated predictions without any
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Fig. 27 Human data on obesity, type 2 diabetes (T2D) and bariatric surgery (Data set 2 Box 1). Classification results in PLS-DA analysis after ER
modeling of the two cohorts (Mexican and Norwegian) using one cohort for training and the other for testing. The response are the class values for
T2D (þ1) and non-diabetes (�1). (A) Classification using the Norwegian cohort for training (blue curve) and the Mexican cohort for testing (red
curve). (B) Classification using the Mexican cohort for training (blue curve) and the Norwegian cohort for testing (red curve).
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calculations outside the dimensions of this small data table. The kernel matrix is reused across cross-validation segments
(possibly with nested/double cross-validation) and across multiple responses or multiple classes. In cases with more than
1000s features and many underlying components, the calculations can be speeded up by several hundred-fold, without any
loss of precision.

It is important to realize that with a limited number of samples compared with the number of columns, the dimensionality of
unrelated phenomena in the data, as described by linear models like PCA, is limited to the number of rows. That is why calculations
on the kernel matrix does not loose precision.

The practical consequence of such a method is that there is no upper limit to the number of features that can be analyzed, if focus
is on predictions or subspace complexity estimations (deciding the number of PLS components). This opens up possibilities for the
simultaneous analysis of more genes, transcripts, proteins, metabolites etc. It also enables extending data sets with interactions of
variables, transformations or combinations of data sources that together explain more of the response being predicted.

4.22.6 Concluding Remarks

This chapter gives a presentation of some data analytical tools useful for analyzing functional genomic data or other comprehensive
data. A number of different methods are illustrated using the same data set throughout the chapter. Emphasis is to give consider-
ations about the complexity and possible pitfalls when analyzing such data.

Fig. 29 Human data on obesity, type 2 diabetes and bariatric surgery (Data set 2, Box 1). PCA of selected gene transcripts from the discrimination
of patients with vs. without diabetes using the transcriptome data as input and diabetes vs. non-diabetes as response after omitting the effect of
country and the interaction between country and diabetes by EffectþResidual modeling. (A) 2D scatter plot of the score plots of the samples for the
first two PCs color-coded by diabetes (in red) vs. non-diabetes (in blue). (B) The corresponding loading plot of displays transcripts selected for
diabetes in both cohorts (filled green circles).

Fig. 28 Human data on obesity, type 2 diabetes (Data set 1 and 2, Box 1). Plots of PLS discriminant analysis of the combined data of two cohorts
after EþR modeling. In the PLS discriminant analysis, the transcriptome data is input and diabetes vs. non-diabetes response (A, B) Model with
Mexican data as training set, and (C,D) model with the Norwegian data as training set. (A,C) scores of the samples for patients with diabetes (in red)
vs. non-diabetes (in blue). (B, D) The corresponding loading plots displaying transcripts selected for diabetes in both cohorts (filled green circles) and
the remaining transcripts (gray open circles).
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A Appendix

A.1 Additional file 1

A.1.1 Effect plus with Residual modeling (ER)
A linear model of an experiment with two input factors, f1 and f2 and their interaction term f1*f2, results in estimates of the
effects of each input variable. The original data in a data block (a data table) is thereby split in a set of data tables of the same
size as the original data table, where each data table reflects the effects of only one input factor (here illustrated in green, pink,
and yellow). Plus the residual table (Res). The input factor may be experimental design factors or any other orthogonal factors
relevant for the data at hand. The effects of each input factor (Efff1, Efff2 and Efff1*f2) are estimated from the data. By consid-
ering the effects of only one factor at the time plus the residuals of the complete model, values are created that isolate the
effects of one factor at the time, omitting other influencing factors. We call this “ER for each factor”. These ER can be used
for any univariate and multivariate intervention. In a discriminant analysis, class identity of one factor at the time is used
as response and the corresponding corrected values of the same factor is the input (Fig. A1A). A regression analysis may
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Fig. A1 (A) Discriminant analysis defined for each factor in a linear model where the effects of other factors are omitted. The class identities are
used as response and the effects of the corresponding factor plus the residual of the complete model are used as input. (B) Regression analysis
defined for each factor in a linear model where the effects of other factors are omitted. The corrected value for each factor from one data block is
used as input and the corrected value of the same factor is used as response.
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also be defined using the ER of a factor from one data block as input and the corrected values of the same factor from another
data block as response (Fig. A1B).

A.2 Additional file 2
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Supervised exploration of the effects of the interacting term; which reflects
differential response to changed growth condition for the two strains
pl          <- pls(my.er, 'factorA:factorB', 2, 

validation = "LOO", jackknife = TRUE)
plot(sort(pl$jack[,1,1]), pch = '.', ylab = 'P-value',

main='P-values \n factorA*factorB',ylim=c(0,0.2))
abline(h=c(0.01,0.05),col=2:3)
l           <- 0.05
p.values    <- pl$jack[,1,1]
id          <- which(p.values<l)
scor.AB      <- pl$pls$scores
load.AB      <- pl$pls$loadings

Figure. P-values obtained when using Jackknife for feature selection. Two 
lines are displayed to visualize the number of features selected by two 
different rejection limits

Plot PLS-DA results
par(mfrow=c(2,2))
plot(scor.A[,1],scor.A[,2], # Main effects of factor A

col=my.cls.s,pch=my.pch.s,
xlab=paste0('PLS factor 1'),
ylab=paste0('PLS factor 2'),
main= 'Score plot,Design factorA')

abline(h=0,v=0,lty=2,col='gray50')

plot(load.A[,1],load.A[,2],
xlab=paste0('PLS factor 1'),
ylab=paste0('PLS factor 2'),
main= 'Loading plot \n Design factorA')

abline(h=0,v=0,lty=2,col='gray50')
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